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Abstract

While engineers and their patrons have always claimed that technology has advanced

the common good, I intend to show that more often than not engineers have been

mercenaries for those at the center of knowledge, power, and wealth. Engineers

design technology that marginalizes certain types of knowledge, people, and culture

in favor of those at the center. Far from being a common good, engineered systems

have advanced social and environmental inequity by being designed using exploitative

social, political, and economic methods.

In response to the negative impacts of engineered systems, the mainstream en-

gineering profession has committed in recent years to being much more socially and

environmentally responsible. However, the discourse of responsibility adopted by the

profession is narrow in scope as it does not recognize the context and process in

which technology is designed. Seeking a different way, some engineering reformers

are attempting to create different cultures in engineering, in which the technology

designed by engineers not only minimizes damage but seeks to create more equity in

our communities.

These new cultures have been articulated as Humanitarian Engineering or Peace

Engineering or Social Justice and Engineering. A key component of these cultures

is the concern for the needs of the marginalized whether in communities far away
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or close to us. While much has already been written about changing the education

curriculum, little has been written about how engineers may design technology that

values and advances knowledge, people, and culture at the margins.

This thesis will theorize as to how engineers may design technology in a socially

just manner by articulating an engineering design theory based on power and resis-

tance. This design theory is then validated through discourse analysis of a contentious

engineering project, the Site 41 landfill in northern Ontario. I show through the anal-

ysis of engineering design discourse at Site 41 that dominant power relations created

structures of oppression that marginalized non-experts, Aboriginal communities, and

the environment. Alternative design methods that resist these oppressive structures

such as participatory, ecofeminist, deep ecological, and decolonized design are pro-

posed as a way for engineers to have worked more justly at Site 41.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The millions of displaced people in India are nothing but refugees of an

unacknowledged war. And we, like the citizens of White America and

French Canada and Hitler’s Germany, are condoning it by looking away.

Why? Because we’re told that it’s being done for the sake of the Greater

Common Good. That it’s being done in the name of Progress, in the

name of National Interest (which, of course, is paramount). - Arundhati

Roy [5]

In his chapter in ”Peace engineering: when personal values and engineering careers

converge”, Vesilind writes that:

”engineers have historically been employed as hired guns, doing the bid-

ding of both political rulers and wealthy corporations. But today a new

kind of engineering is emerging – one rooted on the greater ideals and

aspirations of engineering as a service to all of humanity.” [6]
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

This new engineering is loftily albeit naively termed ”Peace Engineering”. As op-

posed to the well-documented colonial or military engineering of the past [7], peace

engineering is rooted in ethically providing technological solutions to the needs of the

marginalized or the civilian public. Meanwhile, engineering educators like Vander-

Steen have written about ”Humanitarian Engineering” as a way to connect Canadian

engineering students with community development opportunities both in their own

communities and in communities abroad [8]. In his doctoral thesis, VanderSteen less

naively argues that while service by Canadian engineers and students to less devel-

oped communities has merit, poverty reduction must happen at the community level

keeping in mind the importance of the human element (i.e. individual and collective

wisdom, tradition, and participation at the community level). This thesis aims to

build on the ideas of Vesilind, VanderSteen, and others1 by proposing a socially just

engineering design theory. The need for such a design theory becomes obvious given

the enormous gap between a critical and justice oriented engineering practice and

the uncritical engineering practiced even by well-intentioned engineers taking part in

poverty reduction work [9]. Riley has even pointed out this gap in the mindset of

engineers by analyzing the content of engineering humor [10].

1.1 Developing the Narmada Valley

As an example of this uncritical practice, Roy, a prominent Indian activist, mentions

how ”engineers refuse to discuss politics when they present their proposals” on the

Narmada Valley Development Project [5]. The Narmada Development project was

1See http://www.esjp.org for the Engineering, Social Justice, and Peace network, a group of
activists, academics, and practitioners working toward engineering practices that enhance gender,
racial, class, and cultural equity and are democratic, non-oppressive, and non-violent.
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an initiative of the Indian government that called for the construction of several

thousand major to minor dams across the Narmada River and its tributaries. The

plan was proposed by Indian Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru’s government in the

1950s with Nehru proudly proclaiming that dams were ”the temples of modern India”

[11]. Due to state squabbling over costs and responsibilities, the project was not

implemented until the 1980s. The final plan called for the the development of 30 major

dams, 135 medium dams, and over 3,000 minor dams in harnessing the Narmada

River to provide power and drinking water for the Narmada Valley [12]. While the

development project was hailed by the government as a major step towards national

progress, the indigenous people of the valley protested against the project, united

under the name Narmada Bachao Andolan (Movement to Save the Narmada), citing

the huge environmental and social costs of constructing over 3,000 dams across a river

that would alter the habitats of thousands of species [13].

Indeed, further studies indicated that between displacement of people due to sub-

merged land (Figure 1.1), destroyed livelihoods due to altered downstream ecologies,

and the movement of landless persons, close to a million people would be negatively

affected by the project [12]. Roy points out that farmers are relocated to barren

patches of land, women are relocated with their children to steaming tin shacks dur-

ing the unrelenting Indian summer, and hundreds of flora/fauna species are lost in

the damming of the Narmada River [5]. Meanwhile, fertile farmland continues to be

lost, endangered wildlife is threatened to extinction, and deforestation is leading to

higher flood levels as dams continue to be built on the Narmada [12]. The dams not

only affect the material lives of the inhabitants of the valley but also their spiritual

lives. Roy mentions that the lakes created by the dam construction would submerge
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countless sacred groves, temples, ancient pilgrimage routes, and other archaeological

sites [5]. Others critics of the Narmada development project have pointed out that

even if the immediate human and environmental costs were managed properly, the

increased pollution of the Narmada River, the effects of soil erosion, and the social

impact of displacing the indigenous people of the valley would negate any short-term

benefits of the project [14].

Figure 1.1: Domkhedi submerged after the height of the Sardar Sarovar dam was
allowed to be raised up to 88m [1]

Yet engineers continue to keep vital information about the project from the in-

habitants of the valley [5] even going so far as to cut them out from decision-making

processes about their own communities by questioning their knowledge about the
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soil or flooding levels [15]. When engineers do engage with the communities of the

Narmada Valley, the engagement takes place through government bureaucracies that

operate using the language of literacy and expertise [15]. If the engineers make mis-

takes, it is a result of incomplete data and easily explained away by new billboard

signs. Not because they ignored local knowledge.

At other times motivated by a culture of compliance to authority [10], engineers

have resorted to violence in completing their work for the government [16]. In one

incident, engineering surveyors with armed policemen forced all the women in the

community of Anjanvara into one house so they could survey the land without inter-

ruption. Seeing the unauthorized survey taking place, the women ran out to stop the

surveyors, but the police attacked them. In the resulting panic, one young girl was

trampled to death and several women received injuries [13]. Such is the disregard

for the people of the valley, the engineers manning the dams will release the dam

reservoirs without consulting or even warning downstream residents [5]. The message

to the residents is clear: we do not care about your crops, your livelihoods, your

houses, or your lives. It is left up to NGOs, both local and international, to bring to

the attention of engineering firms the social and environmental costs of the Narmada

Valley development project [17].

1.2 Motivation of research

While the Narmada engineers work for a democratic government on a public project

that ostensibly will raise the quality of living for all stakeholders, their work marginal-

izes the poor and the landless. They continually ignore the communities most affected

by the dams and favor knowledge foreign to the indigenous people of the Narmada
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when planning for the project. They seem to care more about meeting narrowly fo-

cused project goals than actually meeting the needs of people in the valley. While

the Narmada project may be easy to excuse away as an example of misguided or po-

litically inept international development, the problem of unjust engineering practice

is not just an issue for the Global South. Even in projects in Canada, engineers have

made decisions about technology in a socially unjust manner. For example, Cana-

dian engineers participated in 580 million dollars of infrastructure development for

the Olympics in Vancouver [18] that marginalized the poor and the homeless [19] in

addition to creating negative environmental impacts [20]. The parallels between the

expensive development of infrastructure that marginalizes poor and homeless commu-

nities in both the Narmada Valley and Vancouver are uncanny. The lack of socially

just engineering practices is clearly a problem with engineering projects in both the

global North and South.

In fact, engineers have not only historically taken part in unjust acts, oppressive

political regimes, and discriminatory practices, but they continue to do so. Riley

details the role engineers play in perpetuating racism, colonialism, and consumerism

[10]. She also mentions the ways through which engineering currently supports an

economic regime (globalization) that prioritizes the free movement of goods over

people and market needs over human needs [10]. Others point out how engineers use

narrow technical factors in evaluating designs causing irreversible social, cultural, and

environmental damage [21]. Even the education that engineers receive encourages

design that is not cognizant of power, privilege, and oppression, thus leading non-

dominant groups to be marginalized [22]. I believe engineers clearly need to do more

to care about and promote justice in all its various forms in their communities.
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For that reason, the point of this thesis is not to prove that the dams on the

Narmada or the Vancouver Olympics infrastructure should not be built but rather to

develop an engineering design theory that engineers can use in practicing in a socially

just manner.

1.3 Research question

By drawing from a variety of fields such as sociology, STS studies, and engineering

design, this thesis attempts to answer the following question.

If engineers are to work for social justice in their communities, in what

ways should they design technology so that just values are embedded in

that technology? What literature and theories should they draw from in

becoming cognizant of oppression and injustice? What practical methods

should they use in designing technology in a just manner?

It is important to note that the design theory proposed in this thesis will be just

one way for engineers to work for justice. It is one answer but not the only answer.

The idea of justice in engineering design remains undertheorized so other engineers2,

designers, and activists are invited to share their ideas on designing in a just manner

to promote liberation, diversity, and love in our communities.

2See the work of George Catalano and Dean Nieusma for some attempts to connect design with
justice
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1.4 Who is this thesis for?

This thesis is primarily for engineers. While I draw heavily from the social sciences,

the aim of this thesis is to reform engineering practice to make it socially just. In

the next few chapters, I suggest some practical and utopian ways to bring about that

reform. In doing so, I am talking to engineers directly as an engineer and designer

myself. I hope to change relations of power between engineers and marginalized

communities as I believe that engineering as a profession is here to stay. Adopting an

attitude of completely dismissing or uncritically accepting engineering is unproductive

especially for those communities negatively affected by current engineering practice.

1.5 Thesis layout/overview

In this chapter, I introduced my research question along with a short background of

how engineering practice has historically been unjust. The next chapter provides an

overview of existing literature on social justice and engineering design. Chapter 3 of

this thesis outlines a design framework based on resistance to dominating power that

answers the proposed research question. In Chapter 4, I propose using Foucauldian

discourse analysis to read into the power relations between engineers and other groups

around a landfill project in northern Ontario. Through this reading, I show in Chapter

5 that engineers unjustly dominated the discussion around the landfill, while also

proposing socially just design methods that could instead have been used.



Chapter 2

A review of the literature

Building the parkway bridges low was indeed an example of Moses’ fore-

sight in trying to keep intact his original concept of the area through which

those roads ran-lovely Long Island-as a serene and sparsely populated sub-

urban setting, a home for the relatively small number of people wealthy

enough to live there, a playground for the larger but still restricted num-

ber of people wealthy enough to drive there and play in the parks he had

built there. - Robert A. Caro [23]

Robert Moses, the designer in charge of urban development for New York in the mid-

20th century, built 255 playgrounds in the city but only one of them was located in the

slums of Harlem, a predominantly poor black neighborhood [24]. When Moses needed

land for commercial development, he took it from Harlem residents, evicting them

from their homes through demolition, and then promising them ”personal counseling”

(p. 962) [23]. In his critical biography of Moses, Caro accuses the public official of

9
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racial and class discrimination for these and many other acts [23]. Moses oversaw

one of the largest periods of public infrastructure development, but also a period

where the poor were marginalized as public transit routes were cut, people of color

were evicted from their neighborhoods, and environmental damage caused as shore-

lines were changed to suit commercial expansion. As a designer, I could conclude

that Moses built in an unjust manner since he favored environmentally damaging

technology suited only to the white, suburban, middle class. But is that true? Can

technology have a politics? How have engineers articulated justice? In this chapter,

I answer those questions by reviewing the literature around engineering design and

social justice.

2.1 Engineering and social justice

In her book on the intersection of engineering and social justice, Riley lists many

working definitions of social justice drawn from various schools of thought [10]. Some

definitions of social justice are grounded in Marxist thought or indigenous teachings,

while other are drawn from faith traditions. For example, Harvey, a Marxist geog-

rapher, defines social justice in terms of production [25]. For him, social justice is a

set of principles recommending how the fruits and burdens of production should be

equitably distributed among all stakeholders in the production process. Meanwhile,

Taiaiake Alfred, a scholar of indigenous governance, argues that indigenous justice

differs from western conceptions of justice as it is not primarily concerned with equity

in distribution, has no universal imperative, and includes nature as a stakeholder. He

claims that the goal of indigenous justice is to achieve harmony and peaceful co-

existence among all relationships (nature and human) in a community [26]. Qutb,
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an Islamic scholar, holds the view that justice in Islam, guided by the the unity of

spiritual and material life, is based on freedom of conscience, complete equality of all

men, and the mutual responsibility of society [27]. Miller, in fact, argues that there

can be no one definition of social justice since an individual’s conception of justice

comes from their own unique lived experiences and circumstances [28]. However, Ri-

ley emphasizes that while there is no one definition of social justice, many of them

have certain themes in common. These themes are:

• seeking justice is a political act since all acts and ideas are political even objec-

tive ones;

• seeking justice is an ongoing process and can, therefore, be defined as an open-

ness to change

• justice is pursued by a community on behalf of a community;

• justice is defined by the social position and experience of those who seek it;

• seeking justice often means to challenge the status quo and the benefits derived

from being a part of it [10].

Knowing that multiple understandings of social justice exist, engineers and engineer-

ing educators have tapped into various schools of thought to develop an understanding

of social justice relevant to engineering.

2.1.1 The rights approach to social justice

One of these educators, Baillie points to the rights tradition as a possible basis for so-

cially just engineering [16]. The rights tradition in the West began as early as twelfth
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century Europe [29] and continued on through the thirteenth century [30]. However,

the greatest expansion of the European rights framework legally and philosophically

took place in the late eighteenth century during the Enlightenment and the late twen-

tieth century with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948 [31]. A right,

according to the European philosopher Grotius, has reference to a person by making

it possible for that person to have, do, or demand something justly. This subjective

right (subjective because it makes reference to an individual as opposed to a natu-

ral order) is the basis for the modern rights framework. Yet, the question of whose

rights, which rights, who guarantees rights, and why the rights are guaranteed are all

questions of continuing debate [31]. For example, Locke claims that each individual

has a right to liberty but not a right to harm others in the process of acting on their

liberty. That is because individuals outside of a state of nature (within an organized

civil or political body) have given up their right to harm others individually in return

for being part of that body [32]. However, Mill states that every individual has a

moral right to liberty because having that right guarantees the most good for the

most people in a society not because of a contract with the civil/political body [31].

Engineers who choose between various rights-based understandings of justice would

advance justice through recognizing certain rights of individuals/communities such as

a right to participate. Riley points to some critiques of the rights framework though

[10]. These critiques are that the framework focuses too much on the individual, is

unfairly universalized across cultures, deemphasizes responsibility, or is only workable

in particular political systems [33].
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2.1.2 The capabilities approach to social justice

For these reasons, Baillie instead suggests using the notion of freedom as articulated

by Sen [16]. Sen conceptualizes freedom as the capabilities of persons to have sub-

stantive agency in making choices in their lives. Substantive because an individual

must be given an opportunity to participate in a process that allows both freedom

of decision and action. For example, if an individual is not able to participate in a

fair election or if the individual is not given the opportunity to be educated enough

to read the ballot, then the agency of that individual is not substantive. Sen argues

that increasing substantive human freedoms measured broadly should be the goal of

development and not just meeting narrow economic goals measured by even narrower

market indices. He goes on to claim that freedom as capability is not just the goal of

development, but also the means through which development occurs towards a more

just society [34]. Engineers with this understanding of justice would try to ensure

that people have meaningful agency in choosing, designing, and using technology.

2.1.3 The applied ethics approach to social justice

Professional engineering societies, on the other hand, like the Institute of Electrical

and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) use an applied code of ethics to promote greater

justice in society. The members of IEEE commit to accepting responsibility in mak-

ing decisions consistent with the safety, health and welfare of the public among other

ethical values [35]. Other professional engineering societies have their own codes of

ethics [36]. These ethical codes are a standard between engineering professionals

dictating how those professionals should behave in their work [37]. The codes are
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both preventative in that they attempt to prevent harm or wrongdoing and aspira-

tional in that they provide guidelines for contributing to the welfare of the public

[38]. One example of an aspirational code is the Montreal Declaration of the National

Engineering Summit, which calls for engineers to improve health and safety, provide

for a cleaner environment, and enable more sustainable development [39]. Catalano

suggests though that an applied ethics is not enough in working for justice. Engi-

neers must understand the various theories behind ethics and the different types of

ethics [40]. Other critics of professional engineering ethics have pointed out that the

codes concentrate more on microethics (individual decision-making) as opposed to

macroethics (collective social responsibility for the societal implications of technol-

ogy) [41]. These codes are more concerned with the behavior of individual engineers

towards each other and their employers than with the social and environmental im-

plications of their work. Vanderburg is one engineer who argues for a macro-ethics

that looks at technology in the context of society [21]. For him, the work of engineers

must attempt to prevent or minimize harm on a societal level.

Even working with micro-ethics, the engineering societies have traditionally been

unwilling to provide ethical support beyond the codes to their members or to protect

whistleblowers [41]. This may be due to the traditionally close relationship between

management and engineers [42] or the technological bent of many engineers that

makes societal/environmental implications invisible for them. Vesilind points out that

many of the ethics codes of engineering societies reflect utilitarian values that assume

experts are the best judges of ethically good behavior at the cost of public input [43].

This utilitarian approach to engineering ethics is obvious in the wording of many

codes when referring to the ”public”. Catalano contrasts the utilitarian approach to
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ethics with ”respect for persons”, chaos-based, and love-based approaches [40]. In

the respect for persons approach, ethical rules are most concerned with ensuring that

others do not suffer. This others may even include nature [44]. The golden rule

of ”do unto others as you would have them do unto you” is one ethical rule that

would be categorized under ”respect for persons” ethics. In following this ethical

code, engineers would have to be careful to value the knowledges of other people

even though they may not be experts. By drawing from Einsteinian views of the

universe and chaos, Catalano also proposes an ”ethics of chaos” that values richness,

diversity, and change. Finally, the ethics of love draws from qualities such as kindness,

compassion, and tenderness. This ethics of love is similar to the engineering ethics

of care proposed by Pantazidou and Nair [45]. Some of the characteristics of this

ethics are attentiveness and responsiveness to those affected, especially negatively, by

engineering decisions. Kardon analyzes several case studies through the lens of an

ethics of care and concludes that such an ethics could be applied to every phase of

an engineering task [46].

2.1.4 The ecological approach to social justice

Engineers have not just written about advancing justice for people but also for the

land and the environment. Catalano proposes following Johnson’s morally deep world

ethics [47] in making engineering decisions that affect the environment. In following

morally deep ethics, engineers have to advance the health and welfare of an ”identi-

fied integral community” (p. 37), which would include the land [48]. In the integral

community, the land and environment are seen as part of one living system that

also includes human beings [48]. In another approach to ecological justice, Vesilind
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proposes an ethics of responsibility towards future generations [49]. Engineers are

not only responsible for current negative environmental impacts but also for any

future negative impacts. This ethics of responsibility could just as easily apply to

social responsibilities. For example, the Nuclear Waste Management Organization

(NWMO) of Canada has applied the Aboriginal principle of looking forward seven

generations to determine social/environmental impacts [50]. The seven generations

principle practiced by Aboriginal communities in Canada gives present communities

the responsibility of making decisions while keeping the welfare of seven future gen-

eration in mind [51]. The NWMO has adopted this principle in dealing with nuclear

waste even though critics have pointed that the seven generation principle has not

been properly understood by the organization [52]. Still, engineers could adopt a

similar ethics of responsibility in making socially and environmentally just decisions.

2.1.5 The critical theory approach to social justice

Meanwhile, Riley articulates the importance of critical thinking in working for social

justice [10]. She defines critical thinking as reflexive action that questions the assump-

tions held by individuals. In the case of engineers, they must critique the positivist

assumptions they hold as scientists and experts [53]. Engineers should be critical

of how these assumptions influence their practice. This critical thinking must occur

within but also about engineering. Riley recommends coupling critical thinking with

critical social theory such as Foucault’s conception of power/knowledge [54] or Freire’s

liberative pedagogy [55] for a deeper understanding of how individual assumptions

may connect to societal relations.
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Critical social theory (CST) is a cluster of theories that have the following char-

acteristics. CST:

• opposes positivism;

• distinguishes between a past filled with oppression and a future without it;

• argues that domination is structural and reproduced through people’s domi-

nated consciousness;

• claims that social change can happen in people’s everyday lives through an

awakening of their consciousness;

• views knowledge of social structures as the key to agency in making those struc-

tures less oppressive;

• holds all individuals responsible for their own liberation and no one else’s lib-

eration for that would be another form of domination [56].

CST includes theories such as feminist theory [57], anti-racist theory [58], and Marxist

theory [59] that work toward ending the oppression of patriarchy, racism, and capital.

In fact, engineering academics have written about the importance of feminist [60] and

anti-oppressive theory [22] in establishing just power relations in engineering work.

By using the intellectual tools provided by critical social theorists, engineers can

dissect power relations and identify oppression in social processes around them. Since

critical social theory is concerned with ending oppression and awakening dominated

consciousness, it is ideally suited for those seeking to establish more just relations

around themselves.
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2.1.6 STS approach to social justice

While the literature around engineering and social justice continues to grow1, another

field of academic inquiry has already made a considerable contribution to challenging

the assumptions held by engineers and other technology-creators. Science, technol-

ogy, and society (STS) studies arose as a field of inquiry in the 1960s as technology

and science increasingly became a vital part of public discourse. Curious about the

interactions between technoscience and society, STS scholars began to examine tech-

nology in the social context. This led to much questioning about the benefits of

technoscience progress and the positivist framework behind such progress [61].

Public advocates like Nader and Carson questioned the benefits of technologies

such as automobiles [62] and pesticides [63]. Meanwhile, STS scholars such as Ellul

[64] applied social science theories and critiques to technoscience breaking down the

barrier between the two cultures of the social and physical sciences [65]. Increas-

ingly, STS academics have come to see science and technology as ”complex enter-

prises taking place in specific historical and cultural contexts” (p. 9), which have

positive/negative impacts based on the values and interpretations of experts [61]. In

other words, technoscience and its implications can only be understood in the cultural

context of a society. The aim of STS studies is to better understand those implica-

tions. As such, STS studies is invaluable to engineers wishing to better understand

how technology may have just or unjust impacts based on their values and the values

of the society in which they design [66].

STS scholars have written much about the ways in which technology promotes in-

justice. One of the early STS scholars to write critically about technology was Lewis

1See Synthesis Lectures on Engineers, Technology and Society by Caroline Baillie available from
Morgan and Claypool Publishers
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Mumford. In his book, Technics and Civilization, Mumford contrasts two different

types of technologies, polytechnic and monotechnic technology [67]. Polytechnic tech-

nology is technology that fits into the cultural and social networks of people, working

with those network to provide solutions. On the other hand, monotechnic technology

replaces the cultural and social networks of people in favor of a technological rational-

ity. Monotechnic technology tends to promote efficiency and optimization at the cost

of people and culture. Mumford was critical of modern technology or techne, the sum

of the values, priorities, and techniques that went into creating and using technology,

since he believed much of it was monotechnic technology. Marcuse, a scholar from

the Frankfurt School of critical theory, was similarly critical of modern techne for

generating a ”matter of fact” worldview that normalized technical rationality [68].

This technological rationality replaced the autonomy of individual behavior and val-

ues with a mechanics of conformity that encouraged individuals to comply with the

technological apparatus in order to improve its efficiency. In other words, individuals

lost the ability to make decisions based on their own cultural or ethical values. Grant,

in Technology and Justice, argues for this by showing that a computer is not simply

a value neutral technology, but that it is created out of and reinforces a particular

paradigm [69]. It, like other forms of modern technology, is based on a paradigm

that encourages mastery over nature and people. Winner would sum this all up in

his claim that it is ”obvious that technologies can be used in ways that enhance the

power, authority, and privilege of some over others” (p. 125) [70].

Taking these lessons to heart, engineers, designers, and activists critical of tech-

nology are asking what would be the qualities of technology or techne that promote

justice. Berry questions the price paid for the use of new technology in the form of
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cultural, economic, and environmental damage. He outlines nine qualities that any

new technology should have when replacing an older piece of technology. It should:

• be cheaper than the one it replaces;

• be at least as small or smaller in scale as the one it replaces;

• work demonstrably better than the one it replaces;

• use less energy and material resources than the one it replaces;

• use alternative energy sources;

• be repairable by any non-expert with the necessary tools;

• be manufactured, purchased, and maintained in the local economy;

• come from a local business that will take it back for maintenance and repair;

• not replace or disrupt any form of cultural connectivity such as family or com-

munity relationships [71].

Menzies, equally critical of technology for its role in economic restructuring that

destroys livelihoods and communities, calls for people to reprogram technology to

serve the needs of their community instead of corporate needs [72]. For her, people

should not merely be citizens of their societies but also participants in them. As

participants, they should be able to make decisions about whether certain forms of

technology should be used while ensuring that the technology used is grounded in the

logic of their own community. On a similar note, Funtowicz and Ravetz question the

current paradigm of a context-less and supposedly objective science that cannot deal

with uncertainty and localized methods of reasoning [73]. They, instead, propose a
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”post-normal science” framework that accepts uncertainty and values local histori-

cized knowledge. To gain this local knowledge, scientists and engineers reach out to

communities, users, and others affected by a particular technology through extended

peer networks. [74]. These networks create solutions crafted from their own wisdom

and communal knowledge instead of formalized scientific accounts.

Meanwhile, Franklin, a renowned feminist, anti-war activist, and engineer, argues

that engineers and technology-creators must keep account of the impact of technology

socially, environmentally, and economically [75]. Just as there are accounting tech-

niques to keep track of economic costs and environmental impacts, there should be

accounting techniques to measure the impacts (both positive and negative) of technol-

ogy on people and their communities. Engineers should ask themselves who benefits

and who loses from their work. She also provides guidelines in designing technology

to promote justice. According to her, technology should:

• promote justice;

• allow for individuals to respond to the society around them in a meaningful

manner instead of merely allowing them to provide feedback;

• confer benefits to the commons over benefits to particular interests;

• favor people over technology;

• minimize disaster;

• promote conservation over waste;

• allow for the reversing of any negative impacts once the technology is removed.
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While Franklin and Berry provide guidelines for designing technology to promote

justice, they are not the only ones. Authors in the field of design theory also have

much to say about designing technology to promote justice.

2.2 Engineering design theory

Design theory, as an academic field, began in the 1950s with the application of

scientific theories to design, but the limitations of thinking of design in a posi-

tivist/scientific framework became obvious by the 1970s [76]. Appropriately, the

second generation of design theory recognized the importance of participatory pro-

cesses, appropriate solutions, and post-positivist thinking. For example, Schon wrote

about the value of reflective and intuitive processes that experienced designers used

in creating artifacts [77]. Today, the field of design theory is complicated due to the

large number of theories drawn from a variety of different intellectual paradigms each

with its own definitions and concepts [78]. Buchanan admits there is no dominant

view or definition of design [79]. Rather, design has a plurality of meanings. Authors

in the field do not even have common definitions of key terms such as design and

design process [80]. Engineering design could be ”activity directed towards the goal

of fulfilling human needs” (p. 124) or ”the process of applying various techniques and

scientific principles for the purpose of defining a device” (p. 124) [81]. Others argue

that design is an activity requiring knowledge and tools drawn from various fields

due to its complexity, so there can never be one science of design subscribing to one

worldview [82] or one language [83]. An engineer with a positivist worldview would

be more interested in the optimization of technical values than in unquantifiable so-

cial factors [84]; however, other designers would argue that design only happens in a
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social context so those factors are paramount [85].

Yet, the fragmentation of the design field has not dissuaded design theorists from

calling for one paradigm in design research [86], proposing meta-theories for design

research [78], or for calling for ”designerly ways of knowing, thinking, and acting”

(p. 55) [87]. Love contributes to common consensus by proposing common usage

definitions of design (a plan for making artifacts) and designing (human activity that

produces artifacts) [88]. Taking my cue from Love’s work, a design theory is described

in this thesis on the level of a design method as defined by Love [78]. Design methods

are the decisions made and techniques used in the creation of particular artifacts, in

the process embedding those artifacts with certain values. In his example of a design

method, Love asks “how does one design a chair” (p. 306) [78]. I will, instead, be

asking through my research question “how does one design socially just technology”.

2.2.1 Engineering design and social justice

Since much of engineering design theory is about product development in a market

framework, engineering design has typically neglected social needs not met by the

market [89]. In 1993, Whiteley called for design engineers to care more about the

social needs of the world rather than markets in his ”Design for Society” [90]. Mar-

golin and Margolin responded by proposing the ecological perspective from social

work literature as a basis for designing for the poor and the old [89]. According to

them, designers could follow social work practices of collaboration in engaging clients

from marginalized communities, who are traditionally excluded from market-based

design. Other responses in engineering design literature have dealt with ethics [91],

public participation, and environmental impacts (design for recycling) [92]. More
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emphasis has been placed on recognizing just and unjust values embedded in design

processes and technology as well [93]. In their work critiquing utilitarian thinking in

design, Gauthiers and Cullars ask ”for whom and for what does design serve?” [94].

Cherkasky goes a step forward by challenging designers to revolt against dominant

answers to who participates in design, what questions are answered by design, and

how resources are used for design [95]. Design theorists are answering the challenge

in surprising ways.

Greater inclusivity in design

Some designers are proposing ways in which designed technology and spaces can

be more accessible to those who have been historically marginalized. Clarson et al

have pointed to inclusive or universal design as a way to create products for aging

and differently abled populations [96]. Universal design is an approach to design

that aims to create products and spaces that can be used by as many people as

possible to the greatest extent possible [97]. By designing for all, design engineers

can create products for a wide range of populations allowing diverse groups to access

services, share/create knowledge, and participate in society. This may be as simple

as making doors big enough to enable wheelchair access or designing electronic forms

to make them accessible to visually impaired persons. Designers approaching their

work through the lens of universal design attempt to create accessible spaces and

technologies proactively instead of reactively. This means that a building should

allow for the free access of individuals in wheelchairs in the way it has been designed,

not merely as an add-on by, for example, putting in ramps to allow access after the

building is complete. Inclusive designers also emphasize being open to reciprocal
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feedback rather than validation for an already designed technology and challenging

consensus views that lead to a monoculture [98].

Feminist perspectives in design

Whiteley argues that designers should adopt feminist perspectives to fight back

against the patriarchy of market design [90]. Since design embodies the patriarchal

values of North American society, women are often ignored by current design methods

or put at a disadvantage through top-down hierarchical processes. Feminist theory

can be helpful in both creating more inclusive design methods and promoting gender

justice [99]. For example, Feldman and Stall write about how Feldman used partic-

ipatory design workshops to give a coalition of women activists in Chicago’s public

housing and their allies (South Armour Square Neighborhood Coalition) a say in the

decisions over a shopping center in their neighborhood [100]. At the same time, other

designers like Brawer emphasize contextual and non-hierarchical thinking in feminist

thought as qualities that are lacking in current design methods [101]. Moving away

from these top-down ways of designing would lead to more inclusivity in design for

women and other marginalized groups.

Holistic thinking in design

Other designers opt to create technology in a holistic manner that seeks to find

broad solutions that solve multiple problems or minimize the most harm. Vanderburg

proposes ”preventative engineering” as a way of designing technology that seeks to

minimize negative cost of any kind whether that cost is economic, environmental, or

social [102]. While all negative impacts cannot be eliminated, the goal of preventative
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engineering is to improve the number of desired to undesired effects in engineering

design [103]. Unlike end of pipe approaches that are designed to react to possible harm

or meet regulations upon completion of the design process, preventative engineering

considers social, environmental, and economic costs during the entire design cycle.

Furthermore, these costs are considered in the context of their societies and systems

and not merely as negative outputs to desired inputs. For example, the costs of

an individual machine on an assembly line must be defined in the context of the

assembly line (i.e. the type of assembly line, the other types of machines on the

line, the raw materials being used by the assembly line, etc.). This holistic way

of evaluating impacts is echoed by Berry in his proposal to ”solve for pattern” in

designing technology [104].

Berry identifies three types of solutions:

• a solution that causes new problems to arise outside of the immediate field of

expertise (ex. a civil engineer who builds a structurally sound bridge that affect

animal migration patterns)

• a solution that compounds the problem trying to be solved (ex. introduction

of non-native animal species in response to imbalances in the ecosystem that

actually create more imbalances)

• a solution that is ecologically and culturally sound that creates harmony within

established larger patterns (ex. having a healthy lifestyle to ward of illness

instead of taking drugs after the fact)

The first two types of solutions are ”bad” solutions, since they actually create more

problems. The third solution is ”solving for pattern”, since the solution involves
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finding a pattern to create a balanced whole. Berry claims that designing technology

in such a way would not only minimize harm (known and unknown) but also lead to

healthier ecologies.

Participatory approaches to design

Menzies writes technology must be grounded in the realities of a community if tech-

nology is to serve human needs instead of technological or corporate ends [72]. Partic-

ipatory design is about grounding technology in those realities by involving members

of the community in the design process [105]. That involvement though must not

only give those affected the right to design but should also place them in control of

the process [106]. Participatory design arose out of a need for workers to have a say

in increasingly computerized workplaces. The needs of workers were being ignored as

management found new methods of control and surveillance in the workplace [107].

Two early approaches to participatory design arose:

• the socio-technical approach that advocated for cooperation in workplace design

between management and the workers, and;

• the collective resource approach that argued that workers and management have

diverging interests with design needing to counteract the power of management

to regulate, surveil, and control [108].

Despite the differences, both approaches were countering the dehumanizing affects of

technology and the lack of democratic participation in design. Indeed Sclove main-

tains that in a strong democratic society, people must be able to influence the techno-

logical systems and social structures around them [109]. However, the development

of technology has so far taken place largely without any democratic participation or a
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discussion of its politics, especially since engineers have the power to make technical

decisions in the name of the public good without consulting the public [110]. Worse,

experts driven by values that emphasize efficiency and performance over context have

made decisions that lead to social and environmental harm [111]. That is why tech-

nology should be democratically designed in a way that ”reflects explicit or tacit

social choices, including political negotiations or struggles (p. 19) [109]. Otherwise,

technology will promote undemocratic ends in supposedly democratic societies.

Currently, a variety of techniques exist to involve end users and affected com-

munities in design. Two such strategies are learning alliances [112] and consensus

conferences [113]. In a learning alliance, multiple stakeholders work together to learn

from each other in a reflective process. The goal of the process is not merely to solve

a problem, but to share knowledge about what the problem may be and the ways

in which a solution should be developed. Similarly, a consensus conference involves

multiple stakeholders learning and making decisions together. A steering committee

of experts and a lay group work together to create a panel to address the various

concerns and questions of the public. These and other strategies of participation are

invaluable if more non-experts are to eventually make decisions about technologies.

Environmental design

Design scholars are not just interested in greater public participation in design but

also in promoting environmental justice. To that end, Margolin has called for the

creation of a generative (rather than reactive) culture of sustainability in design [114].

Lewis and Gertsakis point to ecodesign as a possible strategy for designing with

environmental impacts in mind [115]. Fletcher and Goggin have identified three
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different ecodesign foci in the literature:

• minimizing the environmental impact of existing production processes;

• creating products using new production processes that are more environmentally

friendly;

• questioning the need for certain products or services [116].

Ecodesigners attempt to either create technologies that minimize impacts on the en-

vironment by multiple metrics (CO2 emission, water use, etc.) or find new methods

of production that minimize environmental impacts. This is usually done through

a life cycle analysis, which looks at the environmental impacts of all the materials,

processes, and technologies involved in the entire life of the analyzed system [117].

Other designers, however, attempt to do more than just minimize impacts. They

design technology to maximize the amount of materials that can be recycled as in

the ”design for recycling” process [92] or even create products that can be completely

reused as in the ”cradle to cradle” process [118]. In the latter process, all materials

that are used in producing technology are either composed of biodegradable mate-

rial or non-harmful artificial material that can be reused without loss of integrity or

quality. Ecological design has even been linked to participatory design [119]. Using

participatory design, Howard claims that designers can minimize environmental im-

pacts while allowing for laypersons to make decisions about design. Deep ecological

designers, on the other hand, value compatibility and participation with nature above

all [120]. Instead of working to remove or control nature, deep ecological designers

embrace diversity, flexibility, and compatibility with surrounding ecology. Technology

designed in such a way works together with natural ecosystems instead of managing
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them.

Moral approaches to design

Catalano proposes a four step design process rooted in the morally deep framework

constructed by Johnson [47] that values reflection and community. The four steps

are:

1. Via positiva - what is the problem, why is it a problem, who says it is a problem,

what are the components of the problem;

2. Via negativa - what are the global, local, environmental, social, and communal

effects of possible solutions;

3. Via creativa - what solution should be implemented, how fast, what are its

implications;

4. Via transformativa - is the community better off after the solution.

Throughout this design process, the ”integral community” remains central. Catalano

also proposes a new paradigm of thinking about engineering design by drawing on the

works of Boff [121]. The paradigm proposed by Boff values diversity, interdependence,

complexity, reciprocity, and shared common good. Drawing from various moral and

religious traditions, Armstrong cites the ”Golden Rule” of ”treat others as you would

like them to treat you” as a central value to his proposed design process [122].

Other approaches to socially just design

Oosterlakin connects Sen’s concept of capabilities as freedom [34] with design [123]

as does Dong [124]. They seek to design technology that increases the capabilities
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of people to make meaningful decisions in their lives. Meanwhile, Tatum draws on

STS theory to propose a framework of responsible design revolving around seven

ideas: undetermination, large realm of possibilities, consequentiality, political tech-

nology, competing realities, democratic choice, and embrace of a particular paradigm

[125]. Tatum’s responsible design would encourage non-market based and democratic

paradigms of designing. Finally, Nieusma sums up many of the design theories men-

tioned above that promote greater social or economic justice in his work outlining a

working theory of appropriate design [126]. In his paper, he highlights the impor-

tance of diversity (from universal design), disagreement (from participatory design),

uncertainty (from ecological design), breaking dominant mentalities (from feminist

design), and agency (from socially-oriented design) in designing for justice. I believe

that engineers will have to adopt many or all of these design methods in working for

justice, so in the next chapter I make my position on justice clear before theorizing as

to how engineers may organically work with communities already working for justice.



Chapter 3

Power and resistance in

engineering design1

Washing one’s hands of the conflict between the powerful and the

powerless means to side with the powerful, not to be neutral. - Paulo

Freire [127]

All my books, The History of Madness or Discipline and Punish are, if

you like, little tool-boxes. If people want to open them, use a sentence, an

idea, an analysis as a screwdriver or a spanner in order to short-circuit,

disqualify and break systems of power, including if need be, those which

have given rise to my own books, well, so much the better! - Michel

Foucault [128]

In his book on the need for democratic decision-making about technology, Sclove

1A version of this chapter was presented at the ESJP 2010 Conference held in London, England
from August 3-6, 2010.

32
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recounts the story of Ibieca, a small community in northeast Spain that adopted

private household water piping in the early 1970s.

With pipes running directly to their homes, Ibiecans no longer had to

fetch water from the village fountain. Families gradually purchased wash-

ing machines, and women stopped gathering to scrub laundry by hand at

the village washbasin. Arduous tasks were rendered technologically super-

fluous, but village social life unexpectedly changed. The public fountain

and washbasin, once scenes of vigorous social interaction, became nearly

deserted. Men began losing their sense of familiarity with the children and

the donkeys that had once helped them to haul water. Women stopped

congregating at the washbasin to intermix their scrubbing with politically

empowering gossip about men and village life. (p. 3) [109]

Sclove continues that “in hindsight, the installation of running water helped break

down the Ibiecans’ strong bonds–with one another, with their animals, and with the

land–that had knit them together as a community” (p. 3) [109]. He narrates the

story to illustrate that communities must not allow technological progress to remain

unexamined and unmanaged because of the potential risk it presents to their social

well-being. Similarly, Robert Putnam critiques technologies such as television for

individualizing the leisure time of a community [129]. He claims community bonds

erode as families take part in less communal leisure time. Both authors question

whether unexamined technological progress is good for socially well-connected and

strongly democratic communities. Even the Luddites, commonly thought of as tech-

nology rejectors, only rejected “machinery harmful to commonality” (p. 119) [130].

They realized on some level that unquestioned technology adoption could be harmful
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to their communities.

If the impact of technology on community bonds is, at best, a mixed bag for those

wanting strongly democratic communities [64], then surely technology has mixed im-

pacts in other areas. In fact, there hardly seems to be a reason to make the case that

technology may have different impacts depending on context and those impacts may

be valued differently. For example, the impact of new computer software that allows

greater surveillance of single-mother families on welfare in Ontario is valued positively

by the provincial government [131]. However, the families under surveillance have to

deal with the impact of having no privacy, which further demoralizes them. How

should impacts be valued then by engineers? What about the values held by engi-

neers? Baillie et al have developed a methodological tool to uncover the values that

engineers have ”unconsciously swallowed whole” (p. 6) [132]. Should engineers even

care about these unconscious values? These are the questions that I try to answer

in this chapter to establish the importance of working for social and environmental

justice2 before going on to answer the research question posed earlier.

2Environmental justice differs from environmentalism in at least two ways [133]. Unlike envi-
ronmentalism, the environmental justice movement sees social injustice to be connected with en-
vironmental injustice. The exploitation of women, people of color, indigenous peoples, and the
environment is caused by the same structures of oppression. Dismantling those structures in parallel
is necessary for both social/environmental justice. In contrast, the environmentalism movement has
historically not only been part of those structures of oppression (ignoring poor or working class
people) but has leveraged privileges built on oppression (appealing to the white, middle-class). The
second way in which the two movements differ is in their approach to protecting the environment.
While environmentalism takes a reformist approach (appealing to an individual diy ethics of respon-
sible consumption), environmental justice seeks deeper change through a dismantling of the systems
of capitalism, industrialization, and consumption that have led to environmental degradation. For
this thesis, I adopt the view that environmental justice is intimately connected with social justice.
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3.1 Engineering myths

In her book on the mythology of science, Midgley states that science has become

not “just a useful tool” but “a pattern that we follow at a deep level in trying to

meet our imaginative needs” (p. 1) by making myths from science [134]. While this

myth-making may be necessary, the myths can often form a neat story that obscures

the messiness and uncertainty of science as a guiding force [134]. In the same way,

Riley [10] and Catalano et al. [135] question some of the myths about technology

in engineering culture that prevent engineers from seeing their work as part of a

historical pattern and value system. These myths posit technology or engineering

work as a neutral force, when they are actually “ideological weapons“ (p. 36) that,

at times, propagate inequality [136]. Without breaking the neatness of these myths,

I believe a discussion about why and what values are taken up by engineers in their

work cannot take place.

3.1.1 Myth 1: Technology is neutral

For the most part, technology in the popular culture of North America is seen as a

neutral and apolitical tool [137]. In this view, technology is a rational artifact inde-

pendent of context that can be measured in standard terms of efficiency. This is a

view widely held among engineers as well, who view technology as both neutral and

ahistorical [10]. The positivist education of many engineers [53] makes them blind to

seeing technology as a political artifact in history that embodies certain values [70].

Cutcliffe and other academics from the field of Science, Technology, and Society (STS)

argue that technology is not produced in a vacuum, so it must contain particular val-

ues [61]. Going back to the example above of single-mother families on welfare, Maki
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writes that new computer software developed for the Ontario government embodies

particular values of responsibility that treat poverty as an individualized crime and

not as a systemic issue [131]. This value of individualized responsibility is part of

a political ideology known as “neoliberalism”, which reduces systemic social ills to

personal problems [138]. The software can then be seen as an artifact that embodies

neoliberal values. The embedding of values does not happen ahistorically either. In

the case of welfare administration in Ontario, the technology used by the govern-

ment for that purpose comes from a history of pushing neoliberal values in welfare

services to the detriment of feminist or anti-free market perspectives [139]. In turn,

the technology by reinforcing neoliberal values in welfare administration in Ontario

impacts how and why single-mother families receive government aid. Far from being

neutral, technology has different impacts depending on the particular values/histories

designed into the technology.

3.1.2 Myth 2: The advancement of technology is determin-

istic and inevitable

In Gast’s oil painting titled “American Progress” (Figure 3.1), the viewer sees tech-

nological progress symbolized as a young white woman bringing technology to the

American west. The woman is carrying a telegraph wire as the technologically infe-

rior Native Americans flee westward and the white settlers follow the woman. The

settlers are seen using a variety of technologies with simpler technologies closer to

the west and advanced technologies closer to the east. Besides the racist and colonial

overtones of the painting [140], the work of art clearly shows the popular attitude to-

ward technological progress in late 1800s America: progress is not only desired (only
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the Natives and a lone wild bear hate it!) but progress happens linearly [141].

Figure 3.1: American Progress by John Gast [2]

This view of progress as orderly and desired came to dominate the American pop-

ular consciousness. It formed the basis of technological determinism, an ideology that

sees technological progress as an inevitable and self-propelling force independent from

social or cultural norms [141]. For technological determinists, technology cannot be

stopped or regulated. It is a force outside of cultural or social regulation. Engineers

have adopted technological determinism in their worldview [10]. Many believe that

technology stands on its own and that progress towards more advanced forms of tech-

nology is not only good but inevitable. This view is extremely problematic for those
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interested in prioritizing the needs of people over technology. Fortunately, STS schol-

ars have thoroughly critiqued technological determinism by showing that technology

is a construction intimately tied to the social/cultural sphere [142]. Technological

progress is actually “a set of options open to choice and a variety of contests over

which choices will be made” (p. 13) [143]. In other words, technological progress

in not self-generating, nor is inevitable. Rather, technological change is a complex

process where the social, cultural, economic, and technological share and exchange

values. While some work has questioned the validity of throwing away the idea of

technological determinism entirely [144], most STS academics seems to agree that

technological determinism framed as inevitable and positive progress independent of

the social/cultural sphere is too incomplete an understanding of technology [145].

3.1.3 Myth 3: Technology autonomously drives human soci-

ety

Taking the opposite approach to technology found in Gast’s oil painting, Ellul cri-

tiques technology for imposing a tyranny on humans and the natural world [64]. He

claims that the technological system has created its own logic and laws, which he calls

technique. In the technological society, humans and the natural world are subservient

to the needs of technique. As evidence, Ellul describes how the quest for efficiency,

a goal of technological systems, has gone beyond technical systems infiltrating every

aspect of human society from social relations to political ideology. For Ellul, tech-

nology (or technique) is autonomous from the world of human understandings and

relationships, since technique drives human society by its own rules. It is the natu-

ral world that must adapt to technology not the other way around. Looking at the
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example of welfare surveillance in Ontario [131], Ellul would probably point to how

welfare changes in Ontario over the past few years have focused around the discourse

of efficiency to the detriment of other socially-oriented factors such as accessibility

or equitable distribution of resources [146]. While some STS scholars classify Ellul’s

thoughts on technological autonomy as a form of technological determinism [144],

others do not [147]. Regardless of whether Ellul’s theories of technique are deter-

ministic, there are critics of his stance that technology autonomously drives human

society. Feenberg, one of these critics, cites examples in history to illustrate when

social relations dictated technological progress [148]. He writes about how critics of

workday and child labor regulation argued that regulation would make factories inef-

ficient to the point where industrial production would have to be shut down. When

regulation did come into place, technology in factories changed to take advantage of

higher education levels and more capital. For Feenberg, technology does not sim-

ply dictate human society on the basis of ever increasing efficiency. It is a two-way

street, where social/cultural norms influence the design of technology, which, in turn,

influences those norms [149].

3.1.4 Myth 4: Engineering design is just solving a problem

or meeting a need using scientific principles

Engineers have defined their profession in two broad ways: engineers as problem

solvers and engineers as applied scientists. Smith, a renowned engineering educator,

defines engineering as designing “in the mind a device or process or system that will

effectively solve a problem or meet a need” (p. 146) [150]. Tredgold, an early British

engineer, stated that engineering is the “art of directing the great sources of power in
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nature for the use and convenience of man” (p. 1172) [151]. Both of these definitions

stress the role of engineers as neutral designers of solutions [10]. They are, however,

silent on who gets to define problems and needs, which is not a neutral process. Often

the words “society” or “the public“ are invoked as the clients defining problems/needs

but those concepts are not further refined [152]. In many cases, society or the pub-

lic is assumed to be one monolithic entity that can be represented by one group,

the government. Other definitions of engineering stress the application of scientific

principles [153] or the synthesis of scientific theory with technological design [154].

Again, these definitions are pointing to the neutrality of engineering design, since

scientific knowledge is supposedly value-free. However, science, just like technology,

is not value free [155]. Engineers, as both problem-solvers and as applied scientists,

do not have a practice free of values either. As problem solvers, engineers act out

their values through the problems they choose to solve. Did developing computer

software that tracks welfare recipients solve a problem for the Ontario government

or for single-mother families? Evidence seems to suggest that the Ontario provincial

government seems to benefit more from the increased control/surveillance opportuni-

ties provided by new technology [131]. As applied scientists, engineers act out their

values through the theories they choose to apply in their design. Agricultural engi-

neers choose to apply large-scale focused Western theories of agricultural production

over local indigenous contextualized understandings of agriculture [156]. Therefore,

engineers advance particular values in every stage of their design from what is defined

as a problem to how they choose to solve a problem to who they choose to solve the

problem for. Not only are engineers advancing certain values, but Riley argues those

values are blind to understandings of power and justice [10]. This is not surprising
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given the origins of engineering work are firmly rooted in military practice [150]. At

the turn of the 20th century, engineering codes held up loyalty to private employers as

the most important duty of an engineer [151]. In today’s world, engineers are repre-

sented quite well in right-wing extremist organizations like Al-Qaeda [157]. Gambetta

and Hertog argue that the mindset of engineers makes them more likely to accept the

views of right-wing fundamentalist organizations. This mindset values one answer to

explain all uncertainty, simple understandings of the world, and restoration of a ra-

tional order. Far from being neutral, engineers are most often politically conservative

and extremely reductive.

3.2 Why should engineers care about justice?

If engineers are advancing particular values through designing technological systems,

what kinds of values are being advanced? I agree with Riley [10], Gambetta &

Hertog [157], Vesilind [6], and Slaton [158], who suggest that engineers typically

advance values blind to justice and equity. Riley and Nieusma note that structural

mechanisms of inequity like neoliberalism are ignored even in culturally-aware and

community-focused engineering projects [159]. As a response, some engineers like

Florman argue that engineers should not impose any personal values on engineering

projects since projects should be examined by the public through a political process

[160]. For example, engineers should not protest against offshore oil drilling, since

it is up to the public to decide whether to allow drilling. However, this line of

reasoning assumes that the political process represents all equitably, that engineers

do not advance status quo values by accepting the narrow limitations of the debate

(to drill or not to drill), or that expertise does not grant engineers certain privileges
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[161]. Whether Florman likes it or not, personal, political, and historical values are

being advanced by engineers in every aspect of their work. Drawing from Baillie

and Catalano [162], Schneider [163], and a litany of other voices3, I suggest that if

values are to be advanced by engineers, those values should promote justice. However

as I showed in Chapter 2, social justice can be defined in many ways. In the next

section, I define justice in terms of social power, resistance, and dominance instead

of using one of the definitions already articulated in engineering and social justice

literature. I do this because I believe that the approaches mentioned in Chapter 2

(rights-based, capabilities, applied ethics, etc.) do not lead to a deep, organic, and

political understanding of justice.

3.3 What exactly is social justice?

For this thesis, I draw from the work of Iris Marion Young in defining justice. Young

declares that justice is not just about fair distribution of goods but whether people are

liberated or inhibited by social institutions [164]. She is responding to the traditional

conception of justice in the humanities as equitable redistribution of goods [165].

This general conception of justice as redistribution has been articulated by many

scholars each with their own idiosyncrasies and definitions [166]. One of the most in-

fluential redistributive accounts was articulated by Rawls, who argued that primary

goods should be distributed according to the principle of justice as fairness sepa-

rate from any utility maximizing principle [167]. However, Rawls has many critics.

Dworkin addresses what he claims are shortcomings in Rawls’ theories about whether

a particular distribution is just enough [168]. Nussbaum [169] and Sen [170] criticize

3See http:www.esjp.org for the Engineering, Social Justice, and Peace Network
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the narrow scope of goods in Rawls’ framework by replacing goods with people’s ca-

pabilities to function as the redistributed product. Others like David Miller reject

any universal account of a just distribution claiming that each community must define

the criteria for just distribution [28]. The common thread in all of these accounts of

justice is that society as it functions does not ensure goods are distributed equitably.

Therefore, goods need to be redistributed to those who are marginalized. Debates

may be had over what goods are, how they may be redistributed, why, and to whom

but redistribution is necessary for justice.

However the continued marginalization of people of color, queer people, women,

indigenous people, and other identity-marginalized communities4 combined with the

rise of neoliberalism in the 1990s painfully pointed out the shortcomings of the frame-

work of redistribution [172]. The fair redistribution of goods as justice did not fully

address the experiences of members in those groups as their claims of oppression went

beyond distributive concerns [173]. For example, indigenous people demanded special

recognition for the injustices they suffered in settler societies rather than just merely

sharing more fairly in the benefits of those societies. To provide a theoretical foun-

dation for those demands, Honneth proposed a theory of justice grounded in Hegel’s

notion of the struggle for recognition [174]. In Honneth’s framework, social injus-

tice occurs when recognition that is held to be legitimate by those demanding it is

withheld. The withholding of recognition harms those who are not recognized by re-

stricting their freedom to act and move towards greater self-realization [175]. Justice

is then the struggle for recognition. While Honneth claims that even redistributive

concerns can be explained through the framework of recognition, Fraser counters by

4See [171] for the context of why I use the word ’queer’ despite being heteronormative in my
sexual identification.
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championing a dual approach to defining justice by advocating for both redistribution

and recognition [172].

It is partly the second approach to redistribution and recognition that Young

adopts in her work to define justice. For her, justice not only refers to equitable

distribution, ”but also to the institutional conditions necessary for the development

and exercise of individual capacities and collective communication and cooperation“

(p. 39) [164]. Injustice, on the other hand, is a result of forms of oppression that

place structural constraints on the self-development and self-determination of par-

ticular groups of people because of the ”unconscious assumptions and reactions of

well-meaning people in ordinary interactions, media and cultural stereotypes, and

structural features of bureaucratic hierarchies and market mechanisms, in short, the

normal processes of everyday life” (p. 41) [164]. In defining injustice in this structural

manner, Young draws from the struggles of feminists [176], anti-racists [177], queer

people [178], indigenous people [179], and other oppressed groups [180]. Young out-

lines five forms of oppression: exploitation, marginalization, powerlessness, cultural

imperialism, and violence. Exploitation, marginalization, and powerlessness “all re-

fer to relations of power and oppression that occur by virtue of the social division

of labor” (p.58), while cultural imperialism and violence refer to relations of power

and oppression that occur through “cultural images, stereotypes, and the mundane

reproduction of relations of dominance and aversion in the gestures of everyday life”

(p. 63) [164]. Central to Young’s conception of justice are relations of dominating

power and how those relationships allow some groups to have power-over other groups.

For example, Young links the domination of nature with the oppression of women,

workers, and non-European people [181]. According to her, the same relations of
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power exploit the environment as well as marginalize people. In connecting justice

with oppression and dominant power, I believe Young develops a powerful model for

understanding justice. She is not without her critics though.

Zutlevics rejects Young’s pluralist account of oppression arguing for a single theory

of oppression [182]. Allen finds two important points are missing in Young’s model:

psychological oppression and power not just as oppression [183]. Allen writes that

psychological oppression, the process by which the oppressed internalize self-images

created by oppressors [184], should be another form of oppression in addition to the

five already articulated by Young. In addition, Young thinks of power only as an

oppressive force but Allen points out power through resistance also plays a role in

the collective and individual empowerment of the oppressed [183]. She argues that

Young minimizes the role of resistance to dominant power in individual/collective

empowerment by proceeding directly to participatory radical democracy as a solution

to injustice. Meanwhile, Fraser critiques the undertheorized relationship between

redistribution and recognition in Young’s work stating that Young “unselfcounsciously

mixes” (p. 167) the two approaches without properly integrating them [185].

In using Young’s conception of justice, I reject the critiques of Zutlevics and Fraser

while sympathizing with Allen’s concerns. By adopting the singular account of op-

pression described by Zutlevics, certain forms of oppression may not be counted as

oppression while other forms are recognized as oppression. This would create com-

petition between recognized and unrecognized forms of oppression, an “olympics of

oppression”, as different forms of oppression are compared to see which one is more

oppressive [186]. In the same vein, Young reacts to Fraser’s critiques of improper inte-

gration between redistribution/recognition by questioning whether oppression should
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be reduced to those two approaches or allow for additional forms of oppression to

be recognized [187]. I, like Young, fall to the side of allowing for the recognition of

multiple forms of oppression. At the same time, I would go beyond Young in adding

resistance to dominant power as an important part of justice, so power can both be

oppressive and empowering. Why I do this becomes clear later in this chapter as I

discuss some of the literature I draw from in defining power and resistance. As a

result, I propose the following as the working definition of justice for this thesis:

Working for social justice means to challenge forms of structural oppres-

sion such as (but not limited to) exploitation, marginalization, power-

lessness, violence, cultural imperialism, and psychic oppression through

resistance to dominant relationships of power

To be clear, this definition of justice is one rooted in a recognition-driven, liberal-

social-democratic framework5. The goal of resistance in this context is for oppressed

groups to be recognized by a dominant order. That order may remain unchanged for

the most part even after previously unrecognized groups are included. One critique

against this framework is that a recognition-driven resistance does nothing to mean-

ingfully challenge the power relations on which the dominant order is built. Many

people, including anarchists [188] and autonomous-oriented indigenous peoples [189]

do not want to be recognized by an order that is oppressive in the first place. They

wish to walk away from the dominant order. I chose to work within a recognition-

driven framework for this thesis because I suspect engineers as a professional expert

class could not exist in an autonomous-oriented framework.

5My thanks to Dr. Richard Day for the phrasing.
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3.4 Resistance to oppressive power as engineering

design

Earlier, I stated my position that engineers should advance values that promote social

justice in their work. Of course, a big component of the work of engineers is to design

technology. What is just design though? Since Love claims design is a plan for making

artifacts [78], thinking about just design can mean asking questions about modes of

production, types of artifacts, interaction between designers/users/affected, purposes

of artifacts, values of designers, and impacts. In an attempt to articulate all those

questions, I asked the following research question in my introduction:

If engineers are to work for social justice in their communities, in what

ways should they design technology so that just values are embedded in

that technology?

Working from the definition of justice proposed in Section 3.3, I propose, as an an-

swer to that question, that engineers should challenge structural oppression through

using design techniques that resist dominant power relations. This resistance to

dominant power individually and collectively empowers people to challenge their op-

pression by seeking recognition from the dominant order.

I believe one way to practically model engineers challenging dominant power is by

looking at how other professionals, such as media activists, work for justice. Uzelman

compares social justice oriented media activists to bamboo gardeners [190]. In a

bamboo garden, single shoots of bamboo above the ground are actually the product

of an intensive underground “complex network of root-like stems and filaments called

a rhizome” (p. 17) [190]. Before those shoots of bamboo even becomes visible,
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the rhizomatic network beneath the ground has to grow horizontally, establish new

connections, and make space for the eventual garden.

Similar to the bamboo garden, social movements, fluid communities resisting dom-

inant power, grow underground establishing connections with each other before send-

ing out visible shoots of resistance. These social movements behave like the rhizome

of a bamboo garden as they intersect with each other to fight different but intersecting

forms of oppressive power. Uzelman argues that it is among these social movements

that media activists work to not only present alternative views to mainstream media

but also democratize media creation. This work takes place in the rhizomatic net-

works of social movements as media activists build alliances between communities of

resistance, create democratic media spaces, resist dominant media power, and flatten

hierarchies of media creation. Like the stalks in the bamboo garden, demonstrations

and protests are the just the visible shoots of the nurturing done by media activists

within social movements.

In the same way, engineers interested in justice must work in the rhizomatic net-

works of social movements to support and build resistance to oppressive design meth-

ods. This means those engineers would not unilaterally design technology or lead

resistance in a community. They would, rather, be part of larger social movements

in communities to resist dominant forms of power. While media activists create

alternative media, engineers would work in the rhizome creating space for partici-

patory design processes, flattening hierarchies of decision-making about technology,

establishing alliances between those oppressed by existing technology, and designing

technologies using methods that resist dominant power relations. The produced tech-

nologies would be the bamboo shoots of all the work by these engineers within social
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movements.

3.4.1 How to design socially just technology?

Using the model of media activists in the bamboo garden and the understanding

of just design as resistance to dominant power, I propose a four-step approach to

designing technology in a socially just manner:

1. Map relationships of power between actors;

2. Identify the structures of oppression created by and reinforcing the dominant

relationships of power;

3. Identify, support, and nurture social movements that resist those oppressive

structures;

4. Work within these social movements to build socially just technology using

design methods that resist dominant power relations.

As shown in Figure 3.2, the design approach starts with the engineer mapping out

relationships of power between actors in a particular project or field of work. This

mapping would take into account unequal or dominating power relations between

actors (i.e. Do men have more power in design decisions?–Is there any space for

children’s input?). Not all of the actors in a project may be recognized by an engineer

though. Some actors may not want to be recognized by an engineer. So I would add

the caveat that the engineer should try to map as many actors demanding recognition

as possible.

In the next step, the engineer identifies the structures of oppression that are

created by and, in turn, reinforce the dominating power relations that bar actors
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from recognition (i.e. powerlessness or marginalization of women in design deci-

sions). Again, not all structures may be recognized by the engineer, but the goal is to

identify as many as possible. Then the engineer works within communities dedicated

to resisting those structures of oppression to build networks of solidarity, provide ed-

ucation on technical issues, and create space for equitable decision-making. Using

the example of marginalization of women, an engineer may decide to ally with femi-

nist and women’s groups to ensure the voices of women are heard in design decisions

about technology. As part of this alliance, the engineer may hold several workshops to

brainstorm ideas with these groups on how the technology design process may become

less male-privileged. Obviously, the engineer could only work with communities of

resistance that are seeking recognition. Autonomous-oriented and other communities

outside of the liberal-social-democratic framework could not work with the engineer.

The final step for the engineer is to work within communities of resistance to build

technology using design methods that resist oppressive power relations. For instance,

an engineer may use feminist design methods that resist patriarchal ways of designing

[99] to ensure technology is just towards women.

The design process embraces reflexivity and non-linear progress. It is reflexive

as engineers should take time to reflect on their role in the design process and the

relations of power exercised by and on them. It is non-linear as the engineer can

move forward, backward, or stay in the same stage of the design process at any time.

Finally, the circular design process reflects the assertion by having no final step that

relations of power cannot be absent. As I will point out later in this chapter, there

is always the need to continually examine how power relations influence engineering

design. Even if a design process is equitably just towards women, it may favor a
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certain subset of women such as upper/middle-class women or women racialized as

white.

Figure 3.2: Proposed socially just design method

3.5 Power and resistance

Power and resistance are two central concepts in the design theory I elaborated earlier

in this chapter. Although I have explained both concepts briefly, they deserve more of

an explanation due to their importance. In the following sections, I discuss literature

on power and resistance that can help engineers better understand those two concepts
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as well as their relationship to my definition of justice. Through this, I hope to provide

an answer to the part of my research question, which asked what literature should

engineers draw from in becoming cognizant of oppression and injustice.

For engineers, the scientific definition of power as the rate at which work is per-

formed is a familiar concept. However, power is not just confined to the world of nat-

ural science. Humans, as individual and collective actors, can also hold and exercise

social power. Scott defines social power generally as the capacity of an autonomous

principal actor to create an intended causal effect upon a free subaltern6 actor possibly

by restricting the choices available to subaltern actors [193]. There are five compo-

nents to Scott’s definition of power. First, power is, at root, the ability of one agent

to affect the actions of another agent through their social relations. However, power

is not simply the ability to create random or accidental causal effects. Just because

a woman accidentally pushes a man off the sidewalk by bumping into him does not

mean that she has power over the man. The causal effect must be intended by the

principal (dominant) agent desiring to shape the actions of the subaltern (subordi-

nate) agent. To take an example from Queen’s University, a group of male students

wearing engineering jackets exercised their social power over a female faculty of color

by pushing her off the sidewalk before insulting her with racial slurs [194]. In this

case, the intended effect of the principal actors (the male engineering students) was

to intentionally push and humiliate the subaltern actor (the female faculty member).

Although in the incident at Queen’s, the students were the principal actors and the

faculty member was a subaltern actor that necessarily would not hold true in other

6A subaltern, in this case, is a subject whose agency is limited by exiting dominant power
relations. However, subaltern also has a specific meaning in postcolonial studies. It refers generally
to people whose histories and knowledges were neither acknowledged nor included in colonizer/settler
accounts [191] [192].
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contexts. For example in the context of a classroom, the students might be subaltern

actors while the faculty member teaching the course would be a principal actor. The

positions of principal and subaltern actors change in every context and are fluid even

within a particular context. In every situation though, the principal and subaltern

actors are free to choose from a list of choices albeit constrained ones. Without this

freedom, power cannot be exercised by principal actors as they cannot intentionally

choose to exert power nor can subaltern actors choose to react to that power in their

own way. Finally, power can not only be exercised but also held. To continue using

the example of the incident of racism at Queen’s, the four male engineering students

have social power over females of color at Queen’s due to the prevalent culture of

whiteness even if they choose not to exert that power [195]. Therefore, power can be

thought of as capacity.

While Scott provides a definition of power useful in introducing the concept, the

term power actually has contested meanings within and between different theoretical

philosophies. Haugaard points out that academic literature on social power can be

divided up into four theoretical categories: analytical political theory, nonanalytical

political theory, social theory-modern, social theory-postmodern [196]. Not only is

power discussed differently in each theoretical category, but there are contests over

the meaning of power within the categories. This does not mean though that the

categories are mutually exclusive. Theoreticians of power may move between theo-

retical categories or even stay on the border of two categories in describing power.

Scott provides a simpler picture of academic research on power by dividing up the

literature on power into mainstream and second stream research [193]. Mainstream

research sees power as a zero-sum struggle where sovereign organizations exert power
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to make subordinate agents comply to their needs while those subordinate agents

resist by attempting to take power for themselves. In this view of power, there are

clear losers and winners as sovereign organizations and subordinate agents fight over

a set amount of power. Therefore, academics writing in the mainstream of power

research concentrate on studying specific organizations of power: the nation-state,

multinational corporations, etc. In contrast, the second stream of power research

concentrates on the “strategies and techniques of power” (p. 9) [193]. Second stream

power researchers see power diffused throughout society in every social relation be-

tween every actor. It is not just limited to use by sovereign organizations. Second

stream researchers are, therefore, interested in how power is deployed and used in

every interaction throughout society. In addition, power is not just used by actors

to repress. It may also be used productively to create. In this way, power in second

stream research is a non-zero variable as the struggle for power does not have to

create clear categories of oppressed and oppressor.

3.5.1 Foucault’s toolbox

One of the most influential second stream theorists of power is Foucault [197]. Fou-

cault’s analysis of power as an intimate and localized force in everyday relations has

been very useful in uncovering the dynamics of power, resistance, knowledge produc-

tion, and truth-telling in asylums [198], prisons [199], and even on sexual bodies [200].

I believe it will be just as illuminating in uncovering the power dynamics of engineer-

ing projects. It is precisely because of Foucault’s insistence of his theory of power

not being a normative theory but a way of uncovering power relations that makes it

relevant to socially just engineering design [201]. A normative theory of power cannot
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explain how power, oppression, and resistance uniquely play out in every engineering

design process without trying to fit the process into its framework. Instead, I take

the position that engineers need tools of analysis that can unpack the unique power

dynamics of each design process. Foucault’s work on power provides these tools. In

the following sections, I attempt to review Foucault’s complex work on power.

Where is power?

For Foucault, power is not a monolithic, singular, and periodic one-way projection of

force from sovereign organizations or from principles to subalterns. Instead, power

is diffused everywhere and comes from everywhere [202]. Power both conditions

networks of relations and also operates through these same networks. Rather than

being periodically projected, power constitutes all actors and relations at all times.

No one and nothing is outside of power. In other words, power is a relationship

between actors. It should not be confused7 with capacity, the ability of one actor

to have power over another, or communication, transmission of information using

language, even if all three types of relationship influence each other [203]. Even an

actor like the state does not project power. The state is actually a matrix of power

relations between individuals that attempt to shape them as subjects.

What is power?

Foucault sees power as both a productive and repressive force that acts to structure

the field of possible actions for subjects of that force [203]. Unlike classical theorists of

power, he does not think of power as an enforcement mechanism to control subjects.

Rather, power conditions the types of actions the subject can take by structuring the

7I admit I was confused initially!
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field of possible actions in a certain way. For example as a subject of the Canadian

state, I can choose to not pay taxes every year but then my field of possible actions

is influenced by the laws of the state. I cannot just declare my nonallegiance to the

Canadian state (and independence from its laws) as that is not an option after I refuse

to pay taxes. In this case, the state through its various intermediaries has attempted

to shape the actions available for me to take and shaped my behavior. However

that does not mean power always represses a subject’s possible actions. Power can

also be productive by producing pleasure, creating knowledge, or establishing truths

that shape a subject’s field of actions [204]. Unlike violence which just seeks to

repress a subject’s freedom, power attempts to shape the subject’s conduct by inciting,

inducing, and seducing the subject to take particular actions [203].

How is power negotiated?

Power is a network of relationships between all actors at all times. As these networks

change both in their actors and relations over time, place, and circumstance, the

relations of power also change. In other words, power circulates through networks

of actors constantly being renegotiated [204]. As new power relations are created

or general power relations are extended, networks shift thus shifting other power

relations as well. In addition, the constant negotiation of subjects through the field

of possible actions conditioned by power in unpredictable ways forces power relations

to shift. All this negotiation means that power is never equally distributed. Some

actors may modulate more power relations between individuals than others.
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How does power operate?

In his work, Foucault described the techniques, technologies, apparatus, and so-

cial/economic/political institutions used to exert power [204]. One major way power

shapes the possible actions of subjects is by dictating discourses or ways of thinking

and producing meaning [205]. Discourses can include social practices, ways of cre-

ating knowledge, specific languages for a topic, and common-sense truths. At their

most basic level, discourses influence how a particular topic is to be talked about at

that historical moment while not allowing room for that same topic to be discussed

in other ways. In fact, ways of talking about a topic not included in discourses at

that historical moment can be said to not exist [206]. Another way power operates

is through the idea of a rights-based framework of governance [204]. According to

Foucault, the discourse of rights is an instrument of domination since it governs how

subjects may have rights, which subjects have rights, how those rights may be lost

or gained. Subjects do not naturally have these rights. They are given to them in a

particular historical moment and can be taken away under different circumstances.

In his analysis of the modern European penal system, Foucault argued that a new

type of power called discipline has either replaced or works alongside rights-based

power [199]. Disciplinary power normalizes individuals through material coercions

and education using a system of surveillance. Since individuals know that they are

under surveillance at all times (whether they are actually under surveillance is not im-

portant), they must normalize their behavior to meet the demands of those surveilling.

The knowledge of surveillance, itself, is a part of the social reproduction process and

couched in terms of service to the larger body [204]. While disciplinary power al-

lows for a small number of specialists to condition a larger population, power is still
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diffused everywhere. The subjects of disciplinary power can restructure the field of

power through their actions.

Power even acts upon bodies by changing and training them to become sources

of labor [199]. Think about assembly line workers who have been trained to perform

one task on the assembly line and no other task. If they perform their one task com-

petently, they are rewarded. If they do not, the assembly line workers are punished.

In this way, power turns bodies into technologies of power.

What does resistance have to do with power?

In “The Subject and Power”, Foucault states “power is exercised only over free sub-

jects, and only insofar as they are free” (p. 790) [203]. The freedom that Foucault

refers to is the agency of a subject of power to choose resistance to that power [204].

He argues that power, whether productive or repressive, and resistance are intricately

connected in that resistance towards power must exist for power to be exerted and

power must be exerted for resistance to occur. At the same time, power and resistance

are mutually exclusive in that power attempts to remove the freedom of subjects to

choose resistance. This means that power and resistance are always confronting each

other, but also that power/resistance are two halves of a whole. The intimate rela-

tionship of power and resistance does not mean that resistance is merely a reaction

to power or a fight for a reversal of power relations. If power is seen as actions that

restructure the field of actions for a subject, then resistance is the possibility that

the subject can move through the field of possible actions in unpredictable and cre-

ative ways [203]. By choosing to navigate the field of actions in unpredictable ways,

subjects challenge the ability of power to limit them. Resistance, then, is the means
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through which subjects can attempt to reshape some of the power relations exerted

on them.

I adopt Foucault’s views on power/resistance not just because of his rejection of

a normative theory but also because he ties freedom (the possibility of restructuring

the field of power) to resistance (a key component of my design framework).

What do truth/knowledge have to do with power?

Francis Bacon famously said “knowledge is power” reflecting his belief that positivist

scientific knowledge granted power [207]. Foucault turned this simple aphorism on

its head by arguing that it is not knowledge that grants power but power that shapes

regimes of truth and the nature of knowledge [204]. As power legitimizes, shapes, and

privileges certain truths and knowledges over others, those bodies of discourse, in turn,

reinforce that power by normalizing particular behaviors and restricting others. Over

time, these regimes of truth and knowledge become institutionalized, professional-

ized, and backed up by reward systems. Other types of discourses are marginalized

or covered. For example, the medical sciences have been able to prescribe “normal“

sexual behavior on a societal scale by building knowledge and truth around sexual

behavior where previously those knowledges were fluid changing with time, place,

and circumstance [202]. Meanwhile, non-desired sexual behavior has been explored

by these medical sciences as a deviant practice. Over time, the medical sciences have

come to be seen by other actors as a legitimate productive (creating not repressing)

objective truth. They fail to see medical science as an extension of power that seeks

to limit sexual behavior by uncovering and categorizing deviant sexual behavior. In

short, medical science gets to establish the objective truth of sexuality. The connected
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relationship between power/truth/knowledge does not mean that current regimes of

truth/knowledge are indefinitely extended as they produce supporting discourse. The

discourses can definitely be contested by subjects as they resist dominating power

[204]. One way to contest dominating discourses is through uncovering subjugated

knowledges [208]. Subjugated knowledges are anti-structural, anti-monolithic, anti-

hierarchical, and anti-science (non-institutionalized) knowledges. They are knowl-

edges of local resistance to power that contest the totalitarian discourses put forward

by power. Dominant discourses of knowledge marginalize subjugated knowledges by

claiming that they are inadequate, naive, or not scientific enough [208]. However, it

is precisely these qualities that make subjugated knowledges useful in challenging the

totality of normalized discourses.

How to analyze power?

Can power be ”fairly or objectively” analyzed if it permeates all knowledge, all rela-

tions, and all analysis? Would not an analysis of power itself be shaped by power?

Foucault answers those questions in the positive by admitting that nothing including

analysis of power can be outside of power. Instead of trying to lift an analysis of

power above society, he creatively takes the opposite route by embracing the role of

power within an analysis of power. He proposes using points of resistance as an open-

ing to identify and uncover power relations [203]. The struggle between the exertion

of power and resistance towards that power becomes a way to uncover what power is

being exerted, through what mechanisms, on which subjects, etc. For example if we

want to know more about power relations around engineering expertise, we should

look at the relation between non-expert and expert knowledge.
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Once power relations are uncovered, Foucault recommends asking five questions

about those relations [203].

1. What differences in status and privilege allow certain actors/institutions/subjects

to limit the field of actions for other subjects? Are they differences of class, gen-

der, race, legitimized knowledges, etc? And how do those power relations create

those differences while those differences, in turn, reinforce those power relations?

2. What are the objectives of actors exerting power over subjects in that partic-

ular situation? Is it the accumulation of capital or the maintenance of white

privilege?

3. Through what mechanisms is power exerted? Is it through military control,

advertisement, discipline?

4. How are the power relations institutionalized? Is it through legal codes, gov-

ernment bodies, knowledge regimes, the family?

5. How effective are the mechanisms of power in achieving the objectives of the

actors using those mechanisms both in terms of certainty of results and cost

(whether in terms of economic cost, human cost, or the cost of increasing resis-

tance)?

3.6 Designing to resist

It has been my position throughout this thesis that dominant power relations can

influence engineering design ”such that negative consequences of a design are dispro-

portionately dealt to those in marginalized groups” (p. 148) [22]. That has certainly
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been the case historically in the distribution of the costs/rewards of designed technol-

ogy, the racial, class, and gender roles of the designers, the target group for design,

and even the way consent is framed for those affected by designed technology. For

engineers interested in social justice then finding methods of designing that privilege

the marginalized and help them resist oppressive relations is crucial. That is why

I proposed a socially just design process centered around recognition of power and

support of resistance in Section 3.4. As part of this process, I theorized that engineers

must work with broader social movements to build socially just technology using de-

sign methods that resist dominant power relations. In this section, I point to some

of these design methods.

As a note of caution, the methods used in a design project will ultimately de-

pend on the relations of power being resisted and the broader social movement, so

the following discussion is not meant to be limiting. Engineers, depending on their

context, may choose to use one or more of these design techniques or they may choose

an entirely different approach not mentioned here. Nor is the following discussion of

design methods meant to be exhaustive. All of the methods have their own traditions,

histories, and complexities. I present starting points for further research rather than

complete overviews of these methods.

3.6.1 Anarchist design

Gordon critiques technologies that create hierarchies of control, impose universal

norms, or enable the privatization of the public commons [209]. These technolo-

gies reproduce oppressive power relations because they do not allow communities
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to have autonomy for self-government and self-determination. Instead, private cor-

porations use Digital Rights Management to lock away knowledge from the public

domain, nation-states fund highway systems that prevent communities from choosing

their own transportation systems, and the prison-industrial complex builds electronic

systems allowing for greater surveillance and discipline. In order to counter such op-

pression, Gordon proposes drawing from autonomous anarchist principles to design

technology. This means technology designers would value localization over universal-

ization, community autonomy over state control, decentralization over centralization,

and the public commons over the private good. Designers influenced by anarchist

values could design small-scale and local technologies like on-site greywater recycling.

They could draw from local knowledge and values in designing such technology like

plant knowledge or artisanship culture. They could also design technology that al-

lows for and encourages diversity like public washrooms accessible to all. Even the

way anarchist designers would design technology would change. Instead of valuing

expertise or hierarchal process, these designers would subscribe to a do-it-yourself

ethic in which anyone could have access to the source material/knowledge needed to

build and modify technology. The open-source software movement is one example of

such a design approach.

3.6.2 Responsible design

Berry is well-aware of the links between environmental degradation, capitalism, and

the ”need” for technological innovation [210]. As example, he cites the propaganda

used by computer manufacturers to continually force expensive equipment that will

be shortly obsolete on schools and farmers. Not only is the material for the computers
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strip-mined but then these same computers are thrown out when they become obsolete

further poisoning the environment. In this case, private corporations use their media

and capital power to make themselves succeed at the cost of the environment and

people. In response, Berry presents his nine guidelines of technological innovation.

1. The new tool should be cheaper than the one it replaces.

2. It should be at least as small in scale as the one it replaces.

3. It should do work that is clearly and demonstrably better than the one it re-

places.

4. It should use less energy than the one it replaces.

5. If possible, it should use some form of solar energy, such as that of the body.

6. It should be repairable by a person of ordinary intelligence, provided that he or

she has the necessary tools.

7. It should be purchasable and repairable as near to home as possible.

8. It should come from a small, privately owned shop or store that will take it

back for maintenance and repair.

9. It should not have obsolescence designed into it.

The goal of Berry’s nine guidelines are to make sure any designed technology is respon-

sible to the social and environmental ecology around it. It is a way of designing that

resists planned obsolescence, the needs of capitalism, and the power of corporations.
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3.6.3 Ecofeminist design

Ecofeminists link feminist understandings of women’s oppression, particularly women

in the Global South, with environmental concerns of the degradation and misuse of

nature [211]. They believe that patriarchy plays a role in both women’s oppression

and environmental degradation and that the liberation of women is closely tied to

the end of environmental exploitation. An ecofeminist inspired design would resist

dominating nature or women through encouraging decentralization, nonhierarchical

forms of organization, egalitarian sharing of risks/rewards, interconnectedness be-

tween people and nature, diversity, and local knowledges. In particular, Shiva, an

ecofeminist from India, has written extensively on the need for diversity in resisting

the monoculture of science [156]. She claims that science, originally a local knowledge

in the Global North, has elevated itself above other forms of knowledge to become

a global knowledge. This has pushed knowledges like plant knowledge or indigenous

knowledge into the margins causing environmental instability, devaluation of indige-

nous people, and the oppression of women. To repair this damage, Shiva argues we

should embrace cultural and biological diversity in our treatment of ecological com-

munities around us. An ecofeminist-inspired design approach would, therefore, value

and encourage biological, cultural, and social diversity.

3.6.4 Holistic design

In her description of Chinese bronze-making, Franklin shows that control of the

bronze-making process passed from artisan-worker to manager as the process became

more complex [75]. Instead of requiring a few skilled artisans, the process needed

increased division of labor, more unskilled laborers, and an organizer to manage the
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various workers and details of the production process. Compliance with the orga-

nizer’s prescribed plans not originality or creativity mattered the most in this type

of production. Franklin argues that this prescriptive approach to design or design for

compliance dominates the way in which technology is currently designed. She finds

design for compliance problematic because unorthodox knowledge is stifled in favor of

normative methods of creating and using technology. There is only one way to design

automobiles (fuel-powered) and only one way to use them in the Global North (as

everyday vehicles). An entire infrastructure of gas stations, highways, and garages

has been built to support these automobiles. Other forms of automobiles (electric

or solar) and other forms of everyday transportation like public transportation are

marginalized.

Design for compliance also weakens the rights of workers, since they turn from

skilled workers to unskilled labor following prescribed steps. This change not only

passes control and authority to managers but also weakens the right of workers to

make moral decisions. If a worker refuses to make another automobile because of

the environmental destruction caused by their production and use, they can easily

be replaced by another worker. In this way, accountability is also diluted since any

negative effects are the result of a prescribed plan and not the decisions made by

workers or even managers. Pollution caused by automobiles and the decline of work-

ers’ health on assembly lines become someone else’s problem. Finally, design for

compliance moves the knowledge required for designing technology away from the

public domain to prescribed plans that can be privately held by state and corporate

bodies.

In other words, design for compliance supports oppressive power relations that
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devalue workers’ rights, dilute the ability of designers to make moral decisions, and

move knowledge away from the public domain. Franklin points to holistic design as a

way to resist design for compliance [75]. Unlike the latter design method, the designer

is in complete control of the production process in holistic design. Artisans crafting

pottery is an example of holistic design in action. The artisans use their skill and

knowledge organically to produce pottery uniquely suited to their needs. There are

no prescribed plans, so the artisans are free to play around with their knowledge and

skill while creating. They can also make moral decisions in designing their pottery,

since they are in full control of the design process.

If there is any division of work in holistic design, it is a division by product not

a division of labor. Each designer is fully responsible for their particular product

but they may work with other designers in creating a larger product. For example

if cars were holistically designed, one designer or one group of designers would be

fully responsible for creating the engine, while another group would be responsible

for creating the chassis. The group responsible for designing the engine would have to

find the metal for the engine, mine it, shape it, and then mold it for use in an engine.

In this way, they would be accountable for the environmental effects of producing

the engine, since they could make moral decisions about where and how to mine

the metal. A production process using division of labor would have different groups

mining the metal and designing the engine.

3.6.5 Decolonized design

In her book ”Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples”, Tuhi-

wai Smith calls out European/North American research for being inextricably linked
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with European colonialism [212]. She shows how that research promotes knowl-

edge/truth that justify and support colonialism while treating indigenous people as

subjects. The ”scientific discovery” of the ”New World” is an excellent example of

the colonial roots of European/North American research. Smith calls for a decolo-

nizing of research methodologies that place indigenous people front and center while

privileging non-European ways of knowing. Similarly, I believe approaches to design-

ing technology in North America need to be decolonized. Much of North American

technology devalues nature except for its extraction value. The design process privi-

leges scientific ways of knowing and material progress over nature or the relationship

between people and their land. In contrast, indigenous nature-based knowledge sys-

tems value ”reciprocity or reciprocal relations that define responsibilities and ways

of relating between humans and the world around them” (p. 202) [213]. It makes

sense then that indigenous technology is ”responsive and responsible to the ecology

in which it lives and from which it came” (p. 6) [214]. In the same way, a decolonized

design process would be responsive to the social and environmental ecology around

it by resisting invasive and exploitative design methods such as mass extraction.

3.6.6 Democratic design

Going back to the example of Ibieca at the start of this chapter, Sclove argues that the

Ibiecans’ cultural and local economic networks collapsed as technology forced global-

ization and unexamined ”progress” onto their lives [109]. He claims the Ibiecans never

even had a chance to democratically decide whether household piping was technology

wanted by the community. If they had a chance to do that, the village might have

gone in a different direction. His solution to Ibieca is to propose democratic design.
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Democratic design attempts to open up the design process to non-experts, to

community members, and others who have historically not been part of the design

process. It resists the monopoly of expert knowledge and elite designers. One way

to democratize the design process has been briefly discussed in the last chapter in

the participatory design section. Another way is through postnormal science inquiry.

Postnormal science inquiry starts when in a scientific decision ”facts are uncertain,

values in dispute, stakes high, and decisions urgent” (p. 744) [73]. In such a case,

the monopoly of experts or the dominant system of knowledge is broken allowing

multiple forms of knowledge and meaning to enter into the dialogue. This is usually

done through an extended peer community, which consists of all the communities

and groups that would be affected by the decision. A postnormal design process

would work in the same way allowing for extended peer communities to enter into

decision-making about design.

3.6.7 Deep ecological design

In the footnoted discussion earlier in this chapter on the difference between environ-

mentalism and environmental justice, I made the point that the latter movement takes

a deeper approach to the environment than the former. This is the difference that

Naess writes about in his summary of deep ecology [215]. He argues that the shallow

ecological approach is only interested in protecting the environment narrowly for the

health and affluence of the most privileged people. In contrast, the deep ecological

approach aims for:

• rejection of a binary view of man/environment in favor of a relational view of

man, other organisms, and non-living things;
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• biological egalitarianism where every living and non-living thing is respected

and has intrinsic value;

• diversity in the environment but also as an approach to man working with the

environment;

• the breakdown of exploitative social structures;

• a holistic and non-human privileged approach to fighting pollution and resource

depletion;

• understanding the complexity of nature while keeping human ignorance of that

complexity in view, and;

• local autonomy and decentralization especially in decision-making.

Devall and Sessions characterize deep ecology as a ”deeper, more spiritual ap-

proach to Nature” that ”goes beyond the so-called factual scientific level to the level

of self and Earth wisdom” (p. 454) [216]. I believe adopting this approach in engineer-

ing design would be one way for engineering to work for environmental justice. Instead

of viewing the environment as something to be protected under narrow guidelines,

engineers could see it as a multitude of equal stakeholders that need to be consulted.

Engineers subscribing to a deep ecological view would recognize the complexity of

nature and the human limits of that recognition in their designs.

3.7 Practicing design to resist

So far I have described a utopian vision of how engineers may design in a just manner.

The reality in my experience is that engineers are employed by corporations or states
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in prescriptive work. Not only are the values of corporate or government work often

unjust but engineers cannot even make moral decisions because their work is not under

their control. Riley, realizing the importance of autonomy in making ethical decisions,

invites engineers to claim autonomy from their employers in order to advance social

justice [10]. I believe claiming such autonomy is crucial for a just engineering practice.

One way for engineers to be autonomous from an employer (corporate or state) is

to form worker cooperatives. These coops are firms owned and managed democrati-

cally by their workers [217]. Typically, ownership is divided equally among all owners

and the coop has political stances like a commitment to non-hierarchy. Members of

an engineer cooperative could decide on the work they take on and their political com-

mitments while undertaking that work. They would have the autonomy to connect

and work with social movements. Neegan Burnside is one example of an engineering

firm owned by workers [218]. The firm takes on work with Aboriginal communities,

is majority owned Aboriginal, and employs Aboriginal people. They have a com-

mitment to working in a culturally sensitive manner with Aboriginal communities in

Canada.

Another example of autonomous work can be found in the open source software

movement [219]. Engineers, programmers, and other technologists work communally

on a software project of their own choosing. They can contribute as much as they

want to any project. They can also start their own projects and have others join

them. There is no formal hierarchy in most open source projects although there

may be some project leads, who dedicate more time than others. This is a role of

function though as anyone can volunteer to be a project lead. The results of an open

source project are publicly available and owned by all. Engineers adopting the open
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source model in their own work could make their design publicly available and design

decisions would be made communally within the project community.

Other models for practicing justly can be found in the legal profession. Lawyers

are encouraged during both their student and professional lives to contribute their

time and legal expertise to those who cannot afford legal services [220]. This form of

public service or pro bono work is even codified into their profession’s ethical codes

[221]. Pro bono legal services ensure that legal representation is equitably available so

that the most marginalized are adequately represented in front of the law. Engineers

have no equivalent culture of pro bono work in their student or professional lives [222].

They may do some volunteer work individually but that is not the same as providing

their expertise to the marginalized. I believe instituting some form of engineering pro

bono work during the education of engineers would help them realize the importance

of designing justly in their professional lives. Service-learning in engineering is a step

in the right direction [223], but too often the service is framed as volunteer work

rather than advocacy.

While pro bono work is undertaken individually and sporadically, lawyers at a legal

clinic work full-time to provide legal services to low-income and other marginalized

people. In Ontario, Canada, Legal Aid Ontario (LAO) is the publicly funded non-

profit that is responsible for the province’s legal aid program [224]. LAO provides

legal services to low-income individuals and families. In this way, lawyers can ensure

that legal representation is available to all in Ontario. Engineers could organize

into similar publicly funded non-profit clinics to represent marginalized communities

in engineering projects. Citizen’s groups, Aboriginal communities, and low-income

families could access engineering services at these clinics to represent them in design
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decisions for public projects like landfills.

Finally, engineering non-profits committed to some form of sustainable develop-

ment already exist like EWB-Canada [225] or Engineers Against Poverty [226]. How-

ever, their emphasis is on international development (in the case of EWB-Canada) or

using the private sector to develop low-income communities (in the case of Engineers

against Poverty). In my experience, they do not represent marginalized communi-

ties’ concerns, choosing to see them as underdeveloped. A more community-centered

model of development could instead come from the tradition of barn raising in Amish

culture. Whenever a family needed a house, neighbors and friends would come to-

gether to build [227]. More experienced members of the volunteer crew would lead

the less experienced members, but everyone would donate some of their time no mat-

ter their age, gender, or experience. Following the barn raising ethic, engineering

non-profits could serve as leaders of community-driven efforts. Community members

would ask these non-profits to meet certain needs within their community and would

volunteer their time during the design process. Extended peer communities consist-

ing of local residents could serve as the community bodies that interact with the

non-profits.



Chapter 4

Research Approach1

I came to theory desperate, wanting to comprehend to grasp what was

happening around and within me. Most importantly, I wanted to make

the hurt go away. I saw in theory then a location for healing. - bell hooks

[228]

For the master’s tools will never dismantle the master’s house. They

may allow us temporarily to beat him at his own game, but they will

never enable us to bring about genuine change. - Audre Lorde [229]

The government of Madhya Pradesh extols the capacity of the Narmada River to pro-

vide irrigation and power to India on the website of the Narmada Valley Development

Authority [230]. They have pages and pages of statistics on the acres of land irri-

gated, the amount of power generated, and the utilizable quantity of water obtained

by damming the Narmada River. Conspicuously missing from the official website are

1A special and warm thanks to Laura Luchies Landertinger for her help and guidance in writing
this chapter. It draws from Laura’s own chapter on Discourse Analysis in her Master thesis.
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any of the social/environmental critiques of the project, voices from the communities

affected by the damming, or even statistics on the human impact of damming. Just

analyzing the text of the website yields insights into power relations behind the Nar-

mada engineering project. That is why I plan to use Foucauldian discourse analysis

(FDA) as the research approach for this thesis.

FDA focuses on the role of power in constraining discourse. Although I wrote

about power in Chapter 3, I did not articulate how engineers may identify the dom-

inant power relations that underly structural oppression2. Using FDA would allow

engineers to analyze the power relations behind a particular engineering project and

the discourses of dominance/resistance employed in it.

FDA is a subset of discourse analysis, which is a qualitative research methodology.

My use of qualitative research methodology stems from my position that neither the

researcher nor research is objective. Rather, all research is ”informed by particular

social positions and historical moments and their agendas” (p. 3) [231]. Therefore,

research can never present more than a partial and political view of reality. The

choices made by a researcher determine whose view of reality is represented by the

research. Since my research question deals particularly with how engineers can design

for the least privileged, my research methods aim to uncover the realities of people

who have traditionally been ignored by research. I reject the positivist thinking often

found in engineering [10] in favor of making those people’s realities matter.

2See Figure 3.2
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4.1 Qualitative research

In their essay ”Real Men Don’t Collect Soft Data”, Gherardi and Turner point to

the characterization of quantitative research as ”macho” researchers doing ”hard”

research on ”objects” of inquiry using techniques intolerant of ambiguity [232]. The

implication is that qualitative research, on the other hand, uses ambiguous methods

of research not suited to the rigor and objectivity of academia. This implication is

not even worth disproving at this point3. However, the image of ”real men” doing

”hard” research does highlight the fundamental difference between both types of re-

search. Quantitative research is based on positivist thinking which holds that a single

objective reality can be empirically found and neutrally described [233]. Numbers,

statistics, and testable hypothesis are the tools of such research. In contrast, quanti-

tative research relies on the idea that social realities are constructed and that there

is no one single truth. Instead, many truths are situated in the everyday context

of people’s lives changing with time, place, and circumstance [234]. Appropriately,

the tools of this type of research are interviews, focus groups, document analysis,

and ethnographic fieldwork, all of which focus on people’s experiences. The goal

of qualitative research is always to better the lives of the marginalized [235]. For

that reason, qualitative researchers aim, both in their practice and results, to create

practical changes in people’s lives.

3Just enter the keyword ’qualitative research’ into any academic journal/book search engine
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4.2 Discourse analysis

One type of qualitative research method is discourse analysis. Defined broadly, dis-

course analysis ”is a way of finding out how consequential bits of social life are done”

(p. 2) [236]. This finding out happens through the study of discourse, which, again

defined broadly, is language used to create meaning or action [236]. Discourse anal-

ysis, then, is the study of how language creates meaning or action. For example,

discourse analysis may be used to look at how representations of Vietnamese gang

violence in Australian newspapers contribute to racism [237] or how working-class

women’s talk around aggression during their nights out contribute to the rejection

of patriarchy [238]. Discourse analysis can be applied to any significant social event

because everything we do is mediated by language.

This also means there are many types of discourse analysis, since every academic

field (sociology, linguistics, psychology, etc.) puts their own spin on the method.

Even the definition of discourse is contested between and within different fields. Gill

points out in the year 2000 that, at least, 57 flavors of discourse analysis exist [239].

Potter explains that ”in the mid-1980s it was possible to find different books called

Discourse Analysis with almost no overlap in subject matter; the situation at the

start of the 2000s is, if anything, even more fragmented” (p. 607) [240]. No matter

how discourse analysis is understood, there are some common themes between every

strain of discourse analysis.

The first common theme is that discourse creates action whether in the form of

physical action or meaning-making. Discourse does not just happen in a vacuum. It

is used by people and on people. It is actively constructed to accomplish a certain

action at a certain moment [236]. As Gill writes, ”people use discourse to do things
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- to offer blame, to make excuses, to present themselves in a positive light, etc.” (p.

175) [239]. Therefore, an analysis of discourse has to be concerned with the actions

and practices created by discourse. A second common theme of discourse analysis is

that discourse both constructs our social world and is constructed by the world. Dis-

course builds a version of the world from competing possibilities as opposed to just

reflecting a neutral reality. Wetherell writes, ”whereas odd, discrepant, or deviant

behavior might have always been found in human societies, it takes a certain kind of

discourse and pattern of meaning-making to turn this into, for instance, ’schizophre-

nia’ or ’witchcraft’ or ’adolescent delinquency’” (p. 16) [241]. The resulting discourse,

whether one of witchcraft, schizophrenia, or delinquency, structures how people talk

about odd behavior, the kinds of knowledges that are used to explain it, and the dis-

courses that build on it. No discourse has set meanings though. A discourse, like the

discourse of schizophrenia, has different meanings in different contexts. Schizophrenia

is understood differently in 17th century Europe and in 21st century North America.

This leads to the third theme of discourse analysis, which is meaning is always local

and relational [241]. Not only does meaning depend on the local context of use but

also the participants and their relations in that discourse. A layperson will create and

use the discourse of schizophrenia differently than an expert of psychiatry. In this

way, the meaning of a discourse is jointly produced by both culture (context) and the

participants of that discourse.

Apart from these common themes, discourse analysis may also be divided up into

broad traditions. Gill divides the field of discourse analysis into three traditions [239].

The first tradition comes out from linguistics or semiotics. The strain of discourse
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analysis used in this tradition emphasizes language, specifically the forms and ar-

rangements of language. The goal of analysis in this tradition is to examine ”the

ways in which particular linguistics forms (such as agent deletion, passivization or

nominalization) can have dramatic effects upon how an event or phenomenon is un-

derstood” (p. 173) [239]. The second tradition, influenced by conversation analysis,

speech-act theory, and ethnomethodology, looks at the function of discourse. The

goal of analysis in this tradition is to establish a relationship between discourse and

the actions it creates. The third intellectual tradition draws from poststructuralism

in seeing discourse not as the Truth but as a creator/regulator of many truths. Prac-

titioners of this analysis examine how discourse is related to wider societal truths.

Foucauldian discourse analysis (FDA) falls into this last approach since it ”consid-

ers institutional, political, gender and media discourses (in the broadest sense) which

testify to more or less overt relations of struggle and conflict” within a society (p. 2)

[242].

4.3 Foucauldian discourse analysis

FDA focuses on the role of discourse in the (re)production and challenge of power.

In FDA, it is a given that language (re)produces power relations in two ways: by

constraining what can be said, by whom, where, and when [243] and by constructing

objects that become objective through the use of particular vocabulary [244]. While

power does not come from language, words and text do express power. Language

masks unequal power relations by setting dominant discourse as a given, as the ”way

it is” between different social classes (men and women, rich and poor, or colonial

settlers and indigenous peoples). The goal of FDA, then, is to reveal the rules and
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relations of power that govern dominant discourse. This is done not to get to the

objective truth (there is no truth beyond discourse [245]), but to uncover the means

through which power privileges certain versions of truth.

While FDA shares many of the principles of discourse analysis (i.e. discourse

being constructed by and constructing social reality) [245], there are some themes

unique to FDA. The first one, already discussed above, is the intimate relationship

between language and power. Dominant power not only works through discourse

but also constructs it [244]. Currently in North America, odd behavior is generally

discussed in terms of schizophrenia as opposed to witchcraft, because medical science

dominates the discourse around odd behavior. This happens not only through the

language of medical professionalism but also by setting the terms and participants of

the discourse around odd behavior. A spiritual healer’s views could not be included in

the discourse of medical science. A second theme, also mentioned above, is that there

is no correct version of the truth. Since Foucault argues that all truths are constructed

by power relations, it would be impossible to arrive at a power-free truth. Instead,

Foucault through his analysis tries to show how ”the what, whom, and why have been

constituted in discourse” (p. 156) [244]. This allows FDA practitioners to link power

relations to the mechanisms that create dominant discourse.

However, discourse can also be an important part of resistance to dominant power.

Established discourses can be broken through the creation of alternate discourses

[242]. These discourses ”can be used to challenge power, to subvert it, to alter distri-

butions of power in the short and long term” (p. 11) [246]. Resisting discourses are

often created by actors from oppressed social groups in the form of a counter-culture.

Practically, zines, demonstrations, or grassroots co-op media may make up the texts
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of the counter-culture [247]. An example of such a counter-culture in the discourse

of mental health is the efforts of the Icarus Project4. The project contends with the

discourse of mental health put forward by medical science in favor of a community

wellness approach that sees experiences of mental other-ness as gifts.

In these situations of contention, texts serve as archives of struggle showing the

negotiations of power that took place in creating that text [246]. By texts, discourse

analysts mean any speech, written document, or visual image. Texts may even include

details such as placement of words/images or method of delivery as with a speech

[244]. These texts can show the influence different social groups had over the text. By

looking at a national health policy text, Foucauldian analysts may be able to discover

what power relations constructed the text, what kinds of discourses are negotiated,

and what discourses are marginalized.

4.4 Method

So far I have written about my research methodology, which is the underlying the-

ory behind my research approach. However, I have not mentioned the methods I

use in this thesis. Foucault analyzed discourse using two methods, archaeology and

genealogy [201]. While genealogy analyzes the development of discourse over time,

archaeology looks at how power constraints discourse in a given period. Since I an-

alyze the connections between dominant power and engineering design at a specific

site in time/space, archaeology is the best approach for this thesis.

Foucault defines archaeology as a method to reveal discourses, the unverbalized

4See the project’s website: http://theicarusproject.net/
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rules behind those discourses, and how those rules govern discourse in distinct intel-

lectual fields [206]. The basic unit of analysis in archaeology is discursive formations

(distinct discourses). These formations are groups of statements, objects, or concepts

subject to specific rules of formation. The rules of formation are the conditions of

meaningful existence for a discursive formation maintained by conditions of power.

They are not formal rules written down somewhere. Actually, these rules of forma-

tion are complex and changing groups of relations that relate statements, objects, or

concepts in a discursive formation. The rules of formation vary from being general

rules that apply to all the elements in a discursive formation to more specific rules.

The goal of archaeological analysis is to analyze these rules of formation for their

connections to power as they traverse a discursive formation from its most general

form to more localized extensions.

Analysis of these rules of formation:

1. is always localized to particular discursive formations;

2. shows similarities/differences at the level of rules of formation;

3. reveals the relationships between discourse and non-discursive domains like in-

stitutions, political events, etc. [206]

Analysis is localized because the aim of archaeology is not to create totalizing histories

or identify universal rules of discursive formation. Instead, archaeology concentrates

on describing the particular continuities, transformations, and contradictions of a

specific discursive formation. As for similarities/differences, archaeological analysis

shows how different statements, objects, concepts and other elements of a discourse

may be formed by the same rules of formation, how these rules may or may not
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apply in the same way, and how similar/dissimilar concepts or objects in different

discourses may actually come to existence respectively through different/similar rules

of formation. Finally, analysis should reveal how particular discursive formations are

created and used by institutions or other distinct bodies while, in turn, supporting

those bodies.

4.4.1 Analyzing a discursive formation

If the basic unit of archaeological analysis is the discursive formation, then statements

are the building blocks of discursive formations. By statement, Foucault does not

mean a linguistic unit like a sentence. A statement is, rather, a function that relates

discursive units to other units. It places discursive units in a ”domain of coordination

and coexistence” (p. 106), so that each statement is bordered by other statements

[206]. The statement is not visible like a linguistic unit, but it is not hidden either.

The relations it builds can be identified, so the statement can be known in its function.

A statement also possesses a material existence in that it has different roles depending

on the medium of discourse. When analyzing discursive formations, statements are

not identified for their content but for their conditions of coexistence, functions,

relationships to other statements, and material coordinates. As part of this analysis,

statements may be interrogated for authorship (i.e. what is the author’s position?),

the site of the authorship (i.e. where is the author speaking from – a position of

medical authority or one of a patient?), and the relationship of the subject to the

domain of discourse.

Another type of discursive unit that can be analyzed is the object. Objects arise

as singular concepts in existing intellectual fields (i.e. madness in the mental health
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field). They are designated and formed by authorities of delimitation, who have

the authority to use and restructure the particular intellectual field (i.e. doctors

in the field of mental health). The description of objects takes place using forms

of specification, which classify and describe the object. Objects do not exist until

they are designated and described in their fields. For this reason, they are defined

for the purpose of archaeological analysis by external relations not by their internal

definitions.

While objects are defined in existing intellectual fields, concepts are a subunit

of discursive formation that emerge and circulate among a field of statements. They

build upon other groups of statements in a succession. In analysis, these concepts can

be divided into three categories: field of presence (group of statements accepted by a

specific discourse), field of concomitant (group of foundational statements), and field

of memory (group of statements no longer accepted but were precursors to current

concepts). Concepts may be changed through procedures of intervention that are

dictated by discourse. Analysis of concepts look not at the succession of concepts but

at the rules of formation that make concepts possible, the organizing principles that

move concepts from one type to another, and the procedures of intervention.

Finally, statements, objects, and concepts are all organized into broader themes

that Foucault calls strategies. Strategies can be analyzed at points of conflict, where

different strategies try to occupy the same discursive space. The actual conflict can

be analyzed but also the rules that determine the principles of exclusion and inclusion

for a strategy being challenged. Analysis of these rules should necessarily include the

authority that sets rules to determine exclusion/inclusion of a conflicting strategy.
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These contradictions within discursive formations, instead of being ignored as aber-

rant, should be used for archaeological analysis, since they are the site at which power

and discourse is being negotiated.

4.5 Dataset

In the next chapter, I analyze engineering design discourses around Site 41, a proposed

landfill site in northern Ontario, Canada, using Foucault’s archaeology. I do this to

point out how engineering design discourse was structured unjustly, but also to apply

the design approach I proposed in Chapter 3. I gathered data on Site 41 within a

twenty three year time frame (1986-2009) through newspaper articles, government

websites, Site 41 opponent websites, archives of the Ministry of the Environment,

Simcoe County archives and video recordings of hearings/town halls. Most of the data

was available on the Internet using a keyword search5, while other data was gathered

through archives of the Ministry of Environment. This data spanned different formats

ranging from government briefs to pamphlets/brochures to videos.

As my focus in this thesis is on justice in engineering, I limit my analysis to a

particular field. A field, as described by Bourdieu, is a ”set of objective, historical

relations between positions anchored in certain forms of power” (p. 16) [248]. So

while several discourses competed at Site 41, the field I am limiting myself to in this

thesis is engineering design (and all the relations that go into that design). I am most

interested in engineering expertise, alliances of engineers with dominant power, and

engineering monocultures. For the purpose of this thesis, I consider any texts that

employ engineering expertise or are part of the Site 41 design process to be part of

5keywords: Site 41, Simcoe landfill, Tiny Township landfill
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the engineering design discourse at Site 41 whether their authorship is from engineers

or non-engineers.

Site 41 was chosen as the engineering project to be analyzed due to the long-lasting

opposition to the project. The opposition to the project ultimately caused landfill

construction to be canceled after thirty years amidst concerns of social/environmental

injustice. Yet even in that time span, proponents of the project, including engineers,

failed to address those concerns. What happened? Why did the project fail after

such a high cost in time, money, and community goodwill? In addition, the complex

debate around the proposed landfill produced a large amount of text in a variety of

formats. This makes the project an ideal candidate for discourse analysis.

4.6 Goals of an archaeological analysis of Site 41

So far, I have described the process of discursive analysis employed in the next chapter

of this thesis. However, I still have not identified what should come out of this analysis.

What are the specific goals of archaeology for this thesis?

I draw from Kendall and Wickham [249], Arribas-Ayllon and Walkerdine [250],

and Foucault’s own work on madness [198] in outlining some goals for my analysis of

Site 41. My goals are:

• to uncover the rules of formation that make statements meaningful and sayable

in Site 41 design discourse;

• to identify objects in that discourse;

• to describe the strategies employed in talking about subjects at Site 41;
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• to chart the domains, institutions, technologies, and forms of specification

around the sayable at Site 41;

• to link those domains, institutions, etc. to power relationships at Site 41.

4.7 Positionality of researcher & reflections

Research is never produced in a vacuum by a disinterested observer seeking the truth.

Cook et al remind researchers that ”academic and other knowledges are always situ-

ated, always produced by positioned actors working in/between all kinds of locations,

working up/on/through all kinds of research relations(hips)” (p. 16) [251]. These

positioned actors occupy certain gender, class, or race characteristics that situate

them differently with respect to their research. van Dijk claims acknowledging this

positionality and its influence on a researcher’s work is crucial to critical discourse

analysis [247]. Without identifying their position, researchers are in danger of uni-

versalizing their identity or ignoring any power/privilege their position gives them in

analyzing discourse.

The best way to make my position clear would be to write about how I became

interested in social justice and engineering6. In the fall of 1990, Iraqi troops invaded

Kuwait prompting the United States to send troops to Saudi Arabia to defend their

interests in the region [252]. These U.S. troops established their base of operations

in Riyadh, the capital of Saudi Arabia. In one of the fastest military build-ups in

modern warfare, the U.S. sent hundreds of thousands of soldiers and a variety of

6I had the opportunity to produce an audio documentary of my thesis in 2009 with funding and
support from CFRC101.9, a community radio station in Kingston. Listen to the audio documentary
at http://www.mediacoop.ca/audio/2219 for more on why I value justice in engineering.
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ground/air military vehicles to Riyadh over the course of six days. My family was

in Riyadh at that time. In fact, I spent my early childhood in Saudi Arabia living

through the entire war. I remember the skies of my home filling with the bright lights

and harsh booms of incoming jet fighters, attack helicopters, and troop transports as

the U.S. built their military presence. I was awed yet resentful of these machines that

had invaded the skies of my home. More changes were to follow as the war progressed.

Air raid sirens were installed in the city. We had to obey them when they turned

on since the U.S. presence had prompted the Iraqis to start firing biological (SCUD)

missiles into Saudi Arabia. My father worked at the Riyadh International Airport

(converted into a U.S. military base for the war effort), so my family was lucky enough

to get gas masks. I remember huddling in our living room with my brother and sister

as my parents tightened gas masks over our heads. On another night, I remember

watching news videos showing black stealth planes taking off from the nearby U.S.

base. Later in the war, the continuous rat-a-tat of anti-aircraft fire kept me up. The

technology of destruction was all around me. By February 1991, the invasion was

over although U.S. troops have continuously maintained a presence in Saudi Arabia

since the war.

I left that all behind when my family immigrated to the U.S. in 1997. We struggled

in the first few years adjusting to life in America. It was not easy since my parents

did not have the work experience or education to obtain anything but minimum wage

jobs. As with many other immigrant families, education was made a priority. I

studied engineering in my undergrad as it was a safe and employable field. After

graduating, I worked at a software company developing simulation tools. One of the

first projects assigned to me was coding part of a software package used to test hull
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strengths on military aircraft. I found myself taking part in the development of the

same war machines that had invaded my home disrupting my family’s life. I often

reflect on that point in my life thinking about why and how I took part in that work.

My research topic in this thesis comes from those questions.

At the same time, I am extremely privileged coming to this topic as an academic

and settler in Canada. My socioeconomic status, expert privilege, and political stand-

ing as a settler academic gave me distance to analyze engineering design at Site 41

without being directly affected by unjust engineering practices there. Neither my

farmlands or treaty lands were threatened by the landfill. I had the luxury of writing

this thesis as an observer. My privilege as a settler academic also gave me access to

study a political struggle in which I did not take part. I was able to write about Site 41

without being questioned about my right to study communities of resistance around

the landfill. I wish to recognize that privilege by not speaking for these communities

in my thesis.



Chapter 5

Site 41 landfill1

Local ministers came with their congregation members for prayer cir-

cles, combined with traditional Anishinabe prayers. Tolerance and accep-

tance of others became the unexpected lasting byproduct of the common

goal to protect the water. - Linda Bruce and Kate Harries [253]

Democracy has prevailed and, as elected officials, we have studied the

expert opinions over many years and no decision was rushed. We have to

trust the expert opinions. - Tony Guergis [254]

The story of North Simcoe Landfill Site, commonly known as Site 41 after its

Ministry of the Environment (MOE) designation, begins in 1979 with the story of

another landfill. The Pauze landfill, located near the vicinity of the future Site 41,

was a privately owned 20 acre unlined landfill site that began serving North Simcoe

1A version of this chapter was presented at the Instigate 2010 conference held in Kingston, Canada
from October 14-16, 2010.
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County in northern Ontario in 1966 [255]. By 1979, the towns of North Simcoe2

(under the North Simcoe Waste Management Association or NSWMA) began to see

that the 20 acre site would not be sufficient for their waste needs. An engineering

firm, Gartner Lee and Associates Limited, was hired by the towns to investigate a

longer term waste solution [256]. One of the solutions investigated was an expansion

of the Pauze landfill. However, evidence of illegal dumping of industrial wastes along

with leachate flow into the aquifer canceled any future plans for the landfill.

However, the county was not ready to start construction on another landfill site

and no pre-existing landfills were sufficient for their needs. While they searched for

a suitable site, the Pauze landfill kept being used as a landfill site until 1987 despite

the environmental concerns already pointed out by the Gartner Lee and Associates

Ltd investigation. This decision continues to have negative environmental and social

implications. A 1992 assessment of the Pauze landfill by the MOE found the pre-

viously discovered leachate plume had not ”undergone significant retardation within

the aquifer” even after traveling a distance at which the ”plume was predicted to

become indistinguishable from background groundwater quality” (p. 51) [257]. The

assessment recommended further monitoring to ensure that the aquifer in time would

dilute the plume. However even 18 years later, reports from well testing in the area

indicate trace amounts of TCE and PCB toxic compounds that may be traced back

to the Pauze landfill [258].

By 1986, Site 41 (Figure 5.1), near the town of Midland, had been selected as

the landfill site for North Simcoe after the NSWMA went through an Environmental

Assessment (EA) process [256]. In the next section, I present a history of Site 41 from

1986 to 2010 in order to provide a context for my later discussion of engineering design

2Midland, Penetanguishene, Tay, Port McNicoll, Victoria Harbour, and, originally, Tiny
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discourse at Site 41. As with any complex engineering project, a variety of voices,

stakeholders, concerns, and histories were present during the Site 41 debate. I do my

best to represent those concerns and histories, but I do not present an objective history

of Site 41. Nor do I claim the history I present is the only history of Site 41. Rather,

I present a history of Site 41 primarily through sources that were marginalized in

the Site 41 discussion (non-expert community members, farmers, women, Aboriginal

peoples, and citizen’s groups). Even in 1984 during the initial site selection process,

these groups were being excluded from the discussion literally through closed door

meetings of the NSWMA [259]. My goal is to make sure these groups are no longer

excluded. Again, this stems from my position in this thesis that if engineers are to

work for justice, the voices, histories, and concerns of the marginalized need to be

heard.

5.1 A history of Site 41

Before the Site 41 selection could be finalized, a review of the EA process was under-

taken by a Joint Board (a quasi-judicial government body with members selected from

the Environmental Review Tribunal and Ontario Municipal Board [260]) as specified

by The Consolidated Hearings Act [261]. This Joint Board ruled in 1989 that the

NSWMA3 in the EA process had a ”predisposition to have site 41 selected as preferred

- a predisposition that indicates bias” (p. 30) [256]. The Board further noted that the

EA and site selection processes were flawed to the point of not being logical, traceable,

or replicable. Therefore, they ruled that the EA process was deficient and the Site 41

landfill could not be constructed. The process was so fundamentally unjust that the

3By 1989, the NSWMA did not include the Town of Tiny, which opposed Site 41.
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Figure 5.1: Site 41 location above Alliston aquifer highlighted in blue [3]

Ontario Ministry of the Environment commissioned a report in 1990 to analyze the

Joint Board decision on Site 41 [262]. The goal of the report was to draw lessons for

future EAs from the failures of the Site 41 proponents to consult the public, do social

impact assessments, present meaningful choices for landfill alternatives or value the

voices of non-expert community members.

Despite the history of the Pauze landfill and the failed Site 41 EA process, Ontario

Premier David Peterson passed an Order in Council in 1990 rejecting the Joint Board

decision by allowing the Site 41 proponents to reconsider the failed site once again as a

potential landfill [263]. The NSWMA did not even have to conduct another EA of Site

41. They just had to present additional evidence of the technical suitability of Site

41, if available, to a second reconvening of the Joint Board. The suitability of the site
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with respect to the ”agricultural community, or regarding conditions” did not have

to be considered (p. 3) [263]. As support for the order, Council cited the testimony

of a representative of the engineering firm (Jagger Hims Ltd) hired by the NSWMA

to conduct hydrogeological studies of Site 41. According to the firm, the likelihood of

finding a better site than Site 41 was remote even though the Joint Board had written

that the site selection process was deficient. Over 40 community submission on other

possible locations, waste solutions, or in support of the Joint Board’s decision were

ignored by the Council since they were not ”qualified witnesses” (p. 2) [263].

From 1990 to 1993, eleven additional sites were investigated by the NSWMA and

its hired engineers but Site 41 was reselected as the final choice. Once it became clear

in 1992 that Site 41 would be reselected, the WYE Citizens group applied for funding

established by the Environmental Assessment Board to help Site 41 stakeholders

make their respective cases [264]. The WYE Citizens group, originally consisting of

40 families living near Site 41, formed in 1985 during the first Site 41 EA to voice

North Simcoe resident concerns. They were opposed to Site 41 during the initial

Joint Board hearings citing the impact of the landfill on their properties, businesses,

and lives. In fact, they played a central role in bringing up some of the failures of the

first Site 41 EA to consider social, community, and agricultural impacts.

The funding request was successful, but the group was limited to using the funds

to hire a technical representative [264]. Even though they had asked for funding for

an expert on social/community impacts and the 1989 Joint Board hearings had shown

the deficiency of the social/community aspects of site selection, the Environmental

Assessment Board would not release funds for non-technical matters. Still, the WYE

Citizens group did their best to voice their concerns during the second Joint Board
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Hearings on Site 41 from 1993 to 1994 [265].

In addition, the corporation of Tiny Township, where Site 41 would be located,

took part in the hearings opposing Site 41 for many of the same reasons as the WYE

Citizens group. Tiny even filed a legal challenge against the Joint Board questioning

the Board’s authority to resume hearings on Site 41. This challenge was denied and

the hearings began in May of 1993.

In the hearings, the chair of the Joint Board, Eisen, continuously implied that he

was ”governed or perhaps more accurately constrained by the wording of the OIC

[Order in Council]” (p. 16) [265]. Eisen admitted that the site selection process

presented to the 1989 Joint Board was ”virtually non-existent yet my interpretation

of the OIC obliges me to accept the opposite to be the case” (p. 14) [265]. He goes

on to say:

In spite of the fact that no new evidence was introduced in connection

with this matter, I must accept not only that such a process exists but

further that it is logical, traceable and replicable. (p. 14) [265].

Furthermore, the constraints imposed by the OIC kept the Board from consider-

ing the social, community, and agricultural impacts of Site 41 despite the concerns

raised by North Simcoe residents. Even when the Board found the public consultation

efforts of NSWMA lacking ”the type of flexibility and imagination required by the

unique circumstances of these proceedings”, Eisen was forced to acknowledge that

they were adequate enough for the Order in Council. The lackluster public consul-

tation effort was certainly not because of community disinterest. The WYE Citizens

group presented a ten point waste management plan emphasizing recycling and reuse

as an alternative to Site 41 but the plan was rejected [266].
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At the end of the hearings, the Joint Board satisfied with the new technically

sound site selection process and analysis approved Site 41 with certain conditions in

1996. This decision was immediately challenged by Site 41 opponents in the Ontario

Divisional Court and later appealed in the Ontario Court of Appeals. However in

March and July 1997 respectively, both the Ontario Divisional Court and the Ontario

Court of Appeals dismissed the challenge [267]. In April of 1998, the Ministry of the

Environment issued a Certificate of Approval (C of A)4 along with conditions of

approval for landfill construction at Site 41 [268]. The C of A gave Simcoe County5

the authority to build a landfill if they submitted a Development and Operations

report to both the MOE and the Community Monitoring Committee (CMC) for

approval. The CMC was established by the C of A to provide ”community review of

the development, operation, ongoing monitoring, closure and post-closure care related

to the landfill site” (p. 1) [269]. From this point on, the CMC group would be crucial

in voicing concerns of justice for Simcoe residents and groups marginalized in the

landfill development process.

Before Simcoe County could file a Development and Operations report, the C of

A was challenged in front of the Ministry of the Environment [270]. The challenge

was based on a February 2001 Simcoe County Environmental Services Committee

Report that presented new data indicating that groundwater would enter the landfill

site making the use of a landfill liner mandatory. MOE denied the challenge arguing

the applicants had not demonstrated that the evidence provided would cause signifi-

cant social, economic, or technical harm. Later, the Environmental Commissioner of

4The C of A issued in 1998 was administratively amended by the MOE in 2000 – the certificate
number was changed.

5In 1995, the NSWMA disbanded and Simcoe County took over as the Site 41 proponent. [261]
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Ontario6 would state ”MOEE’s handling of this application was disappointing” (p.

227) [270]. Among other issues, he argued the MOE had not been transparent in

their answer to the challenge nor did they adequately engage with the community’s

concerns over possible drinking water contamination.

In January 2003, Simcoe County submitted the Development and Operations Re-

port prepared by the Henderson Paddon engineering firm to the MOE [272], which

responded with initial comments on gull management on site in March 2003 before

responding with a full review in June 2003. The full MOE review identified 85 is-

sues with the Design and Operations report [273]. Some of these issues were the

impact of the landfill on a nearby creek, incomplete data on parts of the landfill

site, and the need for off-site pumping of groundwater. By this time, the concerns

of the MOE dealt primarily with technical issues at Site 41. In parallel, the CMC

and Tiny Township commissioned independent peer reviews of the Development and

Operations Report7. The peer reviews both concluded that constructing a landfill on

Site 41 would be possible; however, several issues would have to be addressed before

construction could begin if the landfill was going to be environmentally sound. The

Tiny Township peer review explained the site would ”require that more than usual

precautions are undertaken to design, construct, and operate the Site in accordance

with the requirements” (p. 11) [275]. The problems of public consultation or social

impact were not brought up in any of the reports.

Based on the Ministry’s comments and the peer reviews, citizen’s groups filed

yet another challenge in 2004 requesting a review of Site 41 at the MOE [267]. The

6The Environmental Commissioner of Ontario is the environmental watchdog for the province
[271].

7Golder Associates Ltd., Urban and Environmental Management Inc., and Dr. R.K. Rowe Inc.
undertook the review for the CMC [274]. Dixon Hydrogeology Ltd., Conestoga Rovers and Associates
Ltd., and Severn Sound Environmental Association undertook the review for Tiny Township [275].
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ministry declined to undertake the review writing that many of the issues had already

been identified through public consultation and further issues might be resolved by

Simcoe County in follow-up reports. The Environmental Commissioner of Ontario in

his annual report remarked that this decision only focused on specific technical factors,

which was ”unfortunate” [276]. He also countered the claim of public consultation

put forward by the MOE stating ”that many of the technical details related to the

landfills design and operation were not available during the landfill siting process or

at the hearing” (p. 153) [276].

Despite all the criticisms, the Environmental Assessment & Approvals Branch

(EAAB) of the MOE granted approval to the Design Operations Report for Site 41

on October 2006. Millar, chair of the CMC at the time, in a letter claims that ”it

became virtually impossible for the CMC to access information from Simcoe County,

and it was equally apparent that the MOE was not supportive of further enquiry by

the CMC” from this point on (p. 4) [277]. When the CMC asked clarification of their

appeal rights from the MOE, they were told by the senior Review Engineer that they

no longer had any appeal rights left.

However not every avenue of opposition was exhausted, some new evidence in

support of stopping construction at Site 41 was published in 2005/2006. Testing of the

groundwater at Site 41 by a group of scientists revealed extremely low concentrations

of antimony [278]. Further testing confirmed that the groundwater contained only

trace amounts of other metals [279]. Residents of north Simcoe County argued that

water under Site 41, comparable in contamination to arctic water samples, should

be preserved [280]. The MOE and Simcoe County responded that the water did not

meet drinking water guidelines in Ontario; however, Shotyk, the lead author on the
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Site 41 groundwater studies, pointed out the only parameters not met were aesthetic

[281]. Shotyk would go on to publish further reports validating the natural filtration

qualities of the Site 41 aquifer that produced water with trace amounts of metals

and organic contaminants [282] [283]. Activists against the Site 41 landfill expressed

concerns that such a clean water source may become contaminated.

Despite the evidence raised by the groundwater tests, Simcoe County Council

voted in June 2007 in favor of allowing construction to start by a vote of 16 to 15.

Ogden, a member of the CMC, filed a request with Simcoe County requesting a

copy of the Modflow model in September 2007 [284]. Modflow was an open source

software program used by Jagger Hims to create a hydrogeological model of Site

41. This hydrogeological model was the basis for the selection of Site 41 and the

MOE approval. The CMC was interested in gaining access to the model created by

the Modflow program so that it could be independently peer analyzed. The County

denied the request in October 2007 because the model information was not under the

control of the county but rather Jagger Hims [285]. At the time, the county made

no effort to obtain the model from the engineering firm. The CMC appealed that

decision to the Information and Privacy Commissioner of Ontario (IPC) still seeking

to gain access to the model. The appeal succeeded and the IPC appointed a mediator

to resolve the case. As part of this mediation process, representatives from the CMC,

Simcoe County, and Jagger Hims met three times in September/October 2008 to

review the Modflow model [286]. However, Jagger Hims would not publicly release

the model nor their inputs into the model. Ray Millar, who was a CMC representative

at the mediation meetings, said ”the tripartite meetings did not answer his questions,

nor the concerns raised by the CMC’s consultant” [287]. He later added that the
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MOE had ”failed to acknowledge their lack of expertise” (p. 5) since they had not

analyzed the inputs of the Modflow model in deciding to issue the C of A [277].

Mediation had failed.

Meanwhile at Site 41, construction of the landfill infrastructure (roads, fences,

ponds, etc.) had started in June 2008 [288]. The construction necessitated the re-

moval of water flowing out of the site8. Simcoe County filed for a Permit To Take

Water (PTTW) at the MOE to allow water from the landfill to be discharged af-

ter treatment [290]. Critics of the PTTW pointed to the large discrepancy between

the water planned to be removed in the Development & Operations report and the

PTTW [291], the effects of dewatering on the water table [292], and the impacts of

treated water on a local creek (MacDonald Creek) and its aquatic life [293] as evi-

dence that the permit should not be granted. To address some of these concerns, the

CMC requesting funding from Simcoe County to hire a consultant to peer review the

PTTW [294]. The funding was denied but representatives from Jagger Hims were

made available to CMC to answer questions about the PTTW [295]. The Depart-

ment of Fisheries and Ocean, after a petition by Steven Ogden (a CMC member),

also submitted comments on the potential impacts of draining water into MacDon-

ald Creek [296]. A monitoring program was proposed to track the impact of water

being discharged into the creek. Still, the CMC felt there were too many unanswered

questions recommending that the PTTW not be approved [291]. The MOE granted

Simcoe County a PTTW on December 8, 2008 [288].

Seeking additional avenues of support, Mohawk elder Danny Beaton, Stephen

Ogden, and other activists opposed to Site 41 walked from the landfill site to Queen’s

8Groundwater flows up and out of Site 41 because it is at an upward hydraulic gradient. Therefore,
water needed to be removed from the site for construction [289].
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Park to raise awareness of the water issues at Site 41 [297]. On November 21 2008,

they arrived at Queen’s Park along with 300 supporters [298]. At this point in the Site

41 discussion, the landfill was no longer a local issue due to the Permit To Take Water

(PTTW) filed by Simcoe County along with the groundwater test results. These two

issues thrust Site 41 into the national spotlight. Groups such as the Council of

Canadians, Sierra Club of Ontario, and the Green Party saw Site 41 as an example of

freshwater mismanagement [299]. They argued that some of the cleanest water found

in Ontario should not pumped through a landfill noting the need to properly manage

dwindling freshwater resources.

Maude Barlow, national Chair of the Council of Canadians, led a march in May

2009 to protest construction of Site 41 along with over 500 people [300]. This ”Walk

for Water” was followed by another one in July 2009 that attracted over 700 people

[301]. Larger citizen’s groups like the Council of Canadians were able to bring in more

resources against Site 41 such as organizing these ”Walks for Water” or even threat-

ening lawsuits against Simcoe County [302]. However, some of the fiercest and most

meaningful opposition to Site 41 came from local farmers and Aboriginal activists,

in particular, the Anishinabe Kweag (women from the Beausoleil First Nation). On

May 8, 2009, five women from the Beausoleil Nation set up a permanent protest camp

(Figure 5.2) across from Site 41 [253]. Their goal was to protect the water of the

Alliston Aquifer, of which Site 41 was a part, for future generations. The peaceful

camp remained in existence for a 137 days serving as a site of protest and support for

both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal opponents of Site 41. In June 2009, protesters

at the camp, frustrated by the Site 41 process, nonviolently blocked the entrance

of Site 41 not allowing construction staff or equipment to enter the site [303]. The
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Anishinabe Kweag took the lead in leading the blockade at the site.

Figure 5.2: Part of the protest camp – Mohawk flags were prominent [4]

Aboriginal groups also took the lead in other ways around the Site 41 protests.

The Metis Nation of Ontario came out against Site 41 reminding the government

that they have a ”legal obligation to consult and accommodate Metis on activities

that have the potential to adversely affect Aboriginal rights or interests” (p. 1) [304].

That had not been done during the 30 year history of Site 41. Chief Kris Nahrgang

representing the Kawartha Nishnawbe First Nation expressed similar concerns in a

letter to Simcoe County Council letting them know that the nation had not been

notified of Site 41, let alone consulted, even though the site was on their treaty land
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[305].

Protesters continued to block entrance into Site 41, so Simcoe County filed an

injunction against the protesters citing the financial cost of delayed construction [306].

On July 22, 2009, the Ontario Superior Court ruled Simcoe County had the authority

to bar and remove protesters from Site 41 who were blocking the entrances. After

a written warning to the protesters [307], Ontario Provincial Police (OPP) charged

members of the protest camp with mischief, carried out raids on the camp, and

arrested some protesters [308]. They disrupted the protest site by going in to remove

tents and signs [309]. Other protesters were ordered to report to police precincts in

order to be charged and arrested for what CUPE President Sid Ryan9 said was their

political dissent [310]. The arrested protesters were barred from the site until the

conclusion of their court trials in December 2009 [311], which all ended in charges

being stayed under the condition that none of the protesters would be involved in

civil unrest at Site 41 for the next year [312].

At the same time, the IPC assigned an adjudicator to resolve the ongoing Modflow

case between Ogden and Simcoe County. The adjudicator, after an investigation,

issued an order to Simcoe County in May 2009 to direct Jagger Hims10 to submit

the Modflow model and inputs to the records of the county [314]. In June 2009,

Simcoe County issued a request to Jagger Hims for the Modflow model [315]. Jagger

Hims responded they would not release the Modflow model as it was their intellectual

property [316]. The adjudicator responded with an order to Simcoe County to take

all actions, including legal ones, to obtain the Modflow model from Jagger Hims [317].

9The Canadian Union of Public Employees (CUPE) were supporters of stopping construction of
the Site 41 landfill.

10In 2009, Jagger Hims Ltd. was bought by Genivar Consulting Inc., a major landfill developer,
who had advocated for Site 41 in front of Simcoe County Council in 2007. Genivar had also bought
Henderson Paddon, the engineering firm responsible for Site 41 development, earlier in 2008 [313].
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Simcoe County responded to the IPC that the county had no position with regards

to the Modflow model and did not know of any legal or other types of actions they

could take to obtain the model [318]. However still under pressure from the IPC, they

continued to negotiate with Genivar until a settlement was reached in November 2009

[319]. The settlement entailed Genivar providing the Modflow model to pre-approved

peer reviewers for analysis while still retaining ownership of the model. The model

would not be publicly released and the engineering firm would have a chance to

respond to any of the peer reviewer reports before public release. Ogden, through

his legal representation, declined to accept a settlement that ”purports to bind him

without his prior involvement, and that assumes his eventual approval of the terms

of the agreement” (p. 1) [320]. On February 12, 2010, the IPC stayed both previous

orders (MO-2416 and MO-2449) because Simcoe County filed requests for judicial

review of the orders [321].

All the concerns, unheard voices, and missed opportunities for consultation finally

led over 2,500 people to attend a rally on July 25 in Perkinsfield (Figure 5.3) to

demand a moratorium on Site 41 construction from Simcoe County [322].

On August 25, 2009, Simcoe County councilors, facing pressure from national/local

citizen’s groups, First Nations, local farmers, and Simcoe County residents, voted 22-

10 in favor of a one-year moratorium on construction at Site 41 [323]. This vote was

followed by another vote in September halting construction of the Site 41 landfill

permanently without revoking the C of A [324]. A private member’s bill introduced

by Simcoe North MPP Garfield Dunlop sought to revoke the C of A but it failed to

pass [325]. Still Simcoe County Council requested revocation of the C of A to the

MOE on May 25, 2010 [326] and the MOE complied just hours later [327]. Site 41
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Figure 5.3: Rally for a moratorium on Site 41 [4]

was rezoned by Simcoe County Council as an agricultural property with the condition

that it could not be used for waste management purposes.

5.2 Why analyze Site 41?

I chose to analyze engineering design at Site 41 because I see it as a point at which the

dominance of engineering design discourse is challenged. It is a break in the normal-

ized11 practices of engineering design. Engineers designing Site 41 were challenged

11For Foucault, normalization is a means through which power operates to influence subjects into
an ideal norm [199]. Discourses convey these norms.
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by non-experts, citizen’s groups, First Nation communities, Aboriginal activists, and

farmers. Their claims and knowledges were challenged at meetings, town halls, and

in reports. For Foucault, such breaks in normalized discourse are excellent points

to study in determining how discourse is created, changed, and challenged. By an-

alyzing that discourse at Site 41, I aim to show in the next section that engineers

practiced unjustly. They did this by dominating through their expertise, commit-

ment to authority not consultation, ignoring local knowledge, and not acknowledging

uncertainty.

5.3 Excavating rules of formation and subjects at

Site 41

Several strategies emerged from my analysis of engineering design texts at Site 41. In

particular, the texts spoke of the following subjects in particular ways: landfills, the

environment, consultation, expertise, uncertainty, local knowledge, social impacts,

authority, community resistance, and Aboriginal people. The rules of formation that

governed how these subjects were talked about defined the domain of design at Site

41.

5.3.1 Landfills

When talking about designing the Site 41 landfill, the need for it was always presented

as a necessity. Landfills were ”just the reality” because waste is always produced. For

example, Simcoe County noted that the landfill is needed because everyone produces

garbage [328]. That everyone produces garbage was a given assumption. The necessity
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of landfills precluded any discussion of landfill alternatives. The only reach choice in

the Site 41 debate when discussing the Site 41 landfill was its necessity [254]. Even

when talking about alternatives such as waste diversion, the landfill was always shown

to be needed [329]. When the Joint Board received an application from the WYE

Citizens group discussing landfill alternatives, it praised their submission but noted

that there is still a need for the Site 41 landfill [265]. This discourse of waste as a

given and landfills as a necessity served to limit the design decisions around Site 41.

Alternatives to Site 41 were not really an option because waste is always produced.

This directly affected consultation as many of the suggestions by the residents of

Simcoe County were ignored since they did not acknowledge the necessity of landfills.

Therefore, it fell to the technical experts to decide on how that waste is to be handled.

Enforcing the theme of landfills as necessary was the strategy of presenting waste

as a crisis [330]. Waste, continually being produced, is piling up and if Site 41 is

not approved, it will have negative impacts on other landfills, on people, on the

environment, on waste collection, etc [328]. In particular, the negative impact of

not starting Site 41 construction on other landfills was cited by Simcoe County in

pushing the urgency of the project [331]. The strategy of waste as a crisis played

into devaluing community consultation and giving power to engineering experts in

deciding how to deal with waste.

Landfills were also spoken of in terms of safety. The vocabulary of impacts, regu-

lation, compliance, and soundness was used to point out how a necessary technology

like landfills are safe. In particular, authority was invoked in expressing claims about

safety. If the MOE has found Site 41 scientifically sound [332], then what objections

could there be to the site. Speaking of Site 41 in terms of safety served to discredit
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opponents to Site 41 since their concerns had nothing to do with safety (or at least

safety using the vocabulary of bureaucracy and science). In a CMC meeting, Douglas

Jagger used that vocabulary (impacts, sensitivity, mitigation) in discussing concerns

the committee had about Site 41 [295]. The monopoly of experts can be seen in this

meeting as a vocabulary of science & bureaucracy is deployed.

5.3.2 Environment

Site 41 design texts discussed the environment primarily in terms of protection. The

environment had no agency or role beyond being protected. Even in discussions of

protection, the environment was a passive subject kept safe by human engineered

features [333]. These engineered features would be built by experts after conduct-

ing appropriate studies [334]. Both the Jagger Hims consultants [335] and Simcoe

County [331] adopted this discursive strategy in talking about the environment. In

this way, engineering expertise defined the conditions and vocabulary under which

the environment would be protected. When this discursive strategy was challenged

by Site 41 opponents, design texts highlighted the natural protective features of Site

41 in addition to the human engineered features [336]. The natural protection was

highlighted to show the appropriateness of Site 41 even without the need for human

engineering features. However, the environment was again discussed only as a means

to protect itself from the landfill. Statements about the spiritual value of the ecosys-

tem or protection of the ”lifeblood of Mother Earth” made by Site 41 opponents had

no meaning in Site 41 design [337].

Within this discursive strategy, protection as an object was defined in three ways.
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One way was to highlight that human health and safety would be protected by safe-

guarding the environment. This approach to environment protection centered around

humans and their use of the environment [338]. When the MOE representative dis-

cussed the Permit to Take Water (PTTW) with CMC members and engineering

consultants, terms like fair, sustainable, and efficient use were highlighted in the dis-

cussion [339]. Protection of the environment had the assumption of human use built

into it implying the environment did not have intrinsic value beyond human use.

Other definitions used in talking about protection were protection as management

and protection as compliance. The Joint Board in 1989 heard from engineering con-

sultants that impacts at Site 41 could be mitigated through proper management [256].

In conducting their peer review of Site 41, engineering consultants for Tiny Township

also noted that careful management of the site would protect the environment [275].

Again, the environment is a passive subject that needs to be carefully managed. In

addition, management implicitly ties environment protection to expertise through

the deployment of a vocabulary of monitoring (sensitivity, limits, thresholds, etc.).

The assumption is that non-experts, who do not have access to such vocabulary, can-

not properly manage Site 41. In this way, community members were distanced from

design decisions about how to protect the land.

Much of the monitoring vocabulary deployed around protection came from com-

pliance to MOE rules [340]. This is not surprising since Site 41 designers talked

about protection as complying with MOE procedure, industry standards, or legisla-

tive codes. These codes and standards were brought up whenever site designers were

challenged by non-experts. However, this only served to further distance non-experts

by deploying a vocabulary of standards. With this vocabulary, engineers were able to
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ally themselves to institutional authorities such as the MOE. Of course, the environ-

ment as an active agent is absent from all this discussion of compliance. MOE rules

and legislative codes determine whether the impacts on gulls [274] or water flow [336]

need to be considered not community members or the environment itself.

5.3.3 Consultation

Consultation in Site 41 design texts was framed as convincing the community of the

landfill. Consultation did not mean participation. Representatives from Jagger Him

Ltd. viewed the public meetings just as a venue to present results or answer ques-

tions [335]. The aim of consultation was to minimize confrontation between experts

and non-experts [256] by eliminating misunderstandings among the non-experts [256].

When concerns of source water protection were brought up by the CMC, the public

was shown illustrations of the engineered protections at Site 41 after the experts had

already decided on the design. They explained to the public why the protections

would work. Even the information sessions were designed in the words of one moder-

ator to convey technical information effectively and efficiently [341]. This discursive

strategy only alienated non-experts from the debate by limiting their role.

When engineers did talk about public input in design, they talked about address-

ing public perceptions and attitudes [335]. This language of attitude and perception

masked another discursive strategy used by Site 41 designers. Members of the public

participating in consultation were shown to be emotional and acting on misinformed

perceptions [342]. Even when presented expert advice, they were unanimously op-

posed to the landfill [335]. Engineers highlighted the emotions of public members at

consultations to explain away this behavior. In contrast, the experts were implied
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to be objective and in control [262]. Even though the language of consultation was

used, it was actually being used to bar non-experts from participation. Engineers

used their time at the consultation meetings to sit in front of the audience answering

questions instead of engaging with public concerns.

Consultation was also talked about as a requirement being fulfilled. Technical

experts were accommodating the demands of the public in setting up meetings with

them or sending information to the CMC [335]. This accommodation took place

because of requirements for the Joint Board [265] or the MOE [339]. The public’s

requirements did not hold any meaning. In this way, designers prioritized the values

of those in authority over public members. When the CMC asked for funding from

Simcoe County to hire a consultant to review a landfill base preparation test report in

2007, the County denied the request using the language of fulfilling their requirements

of consultation [343].

Even when opponents of Site 41 challenged the experts, their concerns were only

addressed if they came from peer review. The CMC commissioned several reviews

by engineering firms of the reports produced by Simcoe County’s consultants. The

concerns raised by these reviews were not described using the language of emotions

or misinformation. This was good consultation as opposed to the bad consultation

where non-experts raised concerns out of misinformation or emotions.

5.3.4 Expertise

The selection of Site 41, according to Simcoe County and its experts, was not only

the result of an expert-driven process but also just common sense [330]. Expertise,

backed by engineering jargon, was equated with ”common sense” in the discussions
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around Site 41. For example in selecting Site 41, the engineers had made ”optimal”

decisions based on a variety of factors unlike the emotions behind decisions made by

non-experts [335]. This vocabulary of optimization (factors, variables, best fit lines,

etc.) was deployed to prove the objectivity of experts. However, it only discredited

the concerns of non-experts and community members by linking their objections to

the landfill to emotions and perceptions.

In addition, Site 41 designers continually emphasized that engineering profession-

als (the experts) could be trusted to protect the environment and ensure the safety

of humans. They could be trusted because of the ”solid” science [328], independent

facts and know-how [316], and expert training [336] behind them. Trust, as an object,

was based on expert privilege and science knowledge not community consultation or

local knowledge. In fact, this trust was used to justify Site 41 construction even when

there was fierce opposition to the landfill. In other words, expertise was employed in

silencing Site 41 critics through the construction of trust [254].

Backing up this construction of trust was a discursive strategy that separated ex-

pertise from values. Experts could be trusted because their decisions were objective.

While opposition to Site 41 may be driven by politics, its selection as a landfill only

took place after extensive evaluations and studies [344]. Jagger Hims consultants

argued that their focus is just on the technical (objective) aspects of landfill design

[335] as did other experts during the Joint Hearings [265]. In fact, the MOE was

quick to point out that the Joint Board reminded experts that they should not be ad-

vocates, only objective experts, in their study of the Board’s 1989 decision [262]. By

positioning expertise as value-less, the landfill and the decisions that led to the con-

struction of the landfill were also positioned as objective. Not only did this strategy
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reinforce the emotional nature of non-expert concerns, but it also allowed engineers

to distance themselves from community concerns. They could fall back on defending

the site through asserting the scientific soundness of the site or the compliance of the

site with standards.

Within this discursive strategy, technical vocabulary (engineering jargon) became

associated with objectivity and the local became the political. When Gerretson,

the MOE Minister, was questioned about the Site 41 debate, he stated the site was

scientifically sound but that the MOE was ready to revoke the C of A if local au-

thorities made that decision [338]. He implied that the call to cancel Site 41 was a

local (political) decision not based on the facts of scientific soundness. During the

Site 41 debate, engineers always presented their technical reports as objective facts

never once acknowledging that engineering jargon had its own politics. Most of the

second Joint Board Hearings in 1995 were a debate between experts on hydrogeology

or land units in technical jargon [265]. The public and their concerns were invisible

during the debate. Engineers reinforced their monopoly on facts by only responding

to community concerns if those concerns came in the form of engineering peer reviews

[339]. Other local concerns were positioned as political issues that engineers could

not address as objective experts.

5.3.5 Uncertainty

Douglas Jagger from Jagger Hims Ltd. explained to the second Joint Board on Site 41

that he had only looked at major trends and conditions in siting the landfill in North

Simcoe [265]. He argued that a more in-depth investigation would not be possible

because of the complex geography of the region. This was one of the few times when
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the complexity and uncertainty of designing Site 41 was explicitly brought up by an

expert. Uncertainty was usually cloaked in the language of modeling.

Site 41 engineers used modeling as a way to talk about the uncertainty of their

decisions without acknowledging that uncertainty [273]. Through bringing up mod-

eling in their texts, they were able to explain away gaps in their knowledge [345].

When non-experts challenged the predicted effects of climate change on upward hy-

draulic conditions at Site 41, representatives from Jagger Hims wrote to the MOE

stating that their modeling of the site had already produced the likely effects of cli-

mate change [340]. The discursive strategy of using modeling to mask uncertainty

worked to reinforce the monopoly of experts at Site 41 since only they had access to

the model and the knowledge it produced. It also reduced the environment from a

living ecosystem to a set of inputs/outputs. The environment was, again, a passive

agent that was being modeled.

Objects such as risk and significance were constructed as part of this discursive

strategy. In the first [256] and second [265] Joint Board decisions on Site 41, the

Board was satisfied with engineered protections since they would minimize risk. The

unpredictability of those protections was never explicitly discussed in the hearings

though. Newsletters from Simcoe County about Site 41 emphasized that dewatering

would not significantly affect wells in the area [329]. Again though, the uncertainty of

that knowledge was not acknowledged, just cloaked in the vocabulary of significance.

Even experts not directly involved in the Site 41 engineering debate talked about

uncertainty in terms of risk by arguing that risk at the landfill could be monitored

and dealt with in the future [330].
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5.3.6 Local knowledge

Local knowledge was invisible for the most part in Site 41 design texts. None of

the engineering reports produced by Simcoe County’s consultants made any explicit

distinctions between local/non-local knowledge. Yet, modeling and testing were men-

tioned often while interviews and surveys were missing from the reports. This was

reflected in CMC meetings, where non-expert locals found mistakes made by the en-

gineers in water volumes [346] and creek flow numbers [347]. This only happened

though because locals were challenging expert knowledge through the CMC.

When local knowledge was talked about, it was equated with the political and

emotional. As I wrote earlier, consultation with the community was seen by engineers

as a way to soothe public emotions. Local knowledge was viewed from the same point

of view by those engineers as well. Jagger Hims engineers in trying to explain the

local concerns that formed the basis for opposition to Site 41 instead talked about

public outcry and pressure [335]. They equated local knowledge with the emotional,

therefore, making it subjective as opposed to the objective knowledge they held.

Local knowledge was made circumspect because of its emotional content. However,

local knowledge was also circumspect because of its political content. In the earlier

section on expertise, I wrote about how the local became political. In the same way,

local knowledge was political and, therefore, subjective knowledge even if it used

the same vocabulary/discourse as non-local engineering knowledge. When Simcoe

County landfill experts talked about the results of water testing by Bill Shotyk, they

were sure to mention that he was a local expert even when presenting his lab data

[336].
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5.3.7 Social impacts

The first Joint Board on Site 41 was concerned about the social impacts of Site 41;

however, their concerns were framed around the loss of productivity and business risk

[256]. They only paid attention to social impacts such as loss of productive farmland

or risk to nearby businesses (airport, farms, etc.). This narrow view of social impacts

did not take into account the various other ways (spiritual, emotional, etc.) in which

the community may be impacted by Site 41. When the MOE analyzed the Board’s

decision a few years later, the study highlighted the same deficiencies in social impact

assessment, but, again, only focused on business and working arrangements [262].

Other types of social impact were not meaningful.

5.3.8 Authority

Engineers evoked authority in three ways while designing Site 41: authority as a

means for proving their claims of expertise, authority as a means for defending their

design decisions, and authority as a means to discredit opposition to the landfill.

Throughout the design of Site 41, designers pointed out that the MOE and Joint

Board were both giving their approval to the design process [335]. Engineering consul-

tants for Simcoe County would bring up the presence of MOE inspectors as proof that

they were following proper procedure [348]. A vocabulary of legislative requirements,

compliance standards, and environmental regulations was deployed in talking about

how engineering design at Site 41 was meeting the approval of authorities [333]. By

associating their expertise with institutional authority, engineers placed their claims

over the claims of non-expert community members.

Authority was also a means for defending design decisions at Site 41. If engineering
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decisions were challenged, engineers could fall back to the language of requirements.

When Site 41 opponents brought up non-technical concerns, they were ignored as

their concerns did not fit any of the design requirements set by the MOE. Even at the

second Joint Board hearings [265], community concerns were ignored as the OIC had

removed the requirements for social impact or community health assessment. This

meant that opponents of the landfill were limited to critiquing only certain parts

of the project in certain ways as determined by institutional authority. As long as

engineers met certain requirements, their design decisions could not be critiqued.

This drove opponents of Site 41 to use more direct forms of resistance such as

the protest camp and the blockade. Site 41 designers responded by portraying the

protesters as criminals and troublemakers by invoking the authority of the state. In

their reports to the County, engineers from the Henderson Paddon firm pointed out

the costs of hiring site security to protect the landfill from vandalism [348]. When

Simcoe County held a Site 41 information session in 2009, the Ontario Provincial

Police (OPP) was patrolling visibly in police cars around the meeting [349]. This,

again, constituted the Site 41 resistors as criminals or as troublemakers.

5.3.9 Community resistance

Engineers described resistance to Site 41 as vocal, intense, and emotional [335]. Jagger

Hims engineers pointed out that even the CMC had been taken over by passionate

opponents. They described resistance to Site 41 not in terms of concerns that were

brought up but in terms of emotions. Furthermore, these emotions had taken over

implying that Site 41 opponents were irrational. This use of language in describing

community resistance set the concerns of the community apart from the (supposedly
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unbiased) language of engineering and regulation used by experts.

Resistance was also talked about in terms of the political or personal. Simcoe

County’s landfill designers used language distancing opposition to Site 41 from the

technical debate [334]. They used the language of expertise to talk about the science

behind Site 41, implying that resistance was motivated by political or personal reasons

[350]. For them, the facts presented by experts were not in dispute [351].

However, not all experts were equal. In describing Bill Shotyk’s results, Tony

Guergis, the Warden of Simcoe County, emphasized that the scientist was a local [254].

Again, resistance to the site was described as local to equate it with the political.

Resistance to Site 41 was explained as a ”not in my backyard” (NIMBY) issue since

only local community members were opposed to the site. The use of NIMBY to

describe resistance to Site 41 highlighted the political nature of the resistance. Any

attempts by the Site 41 opponents to actually have their concerns addressed were

dismissed as NIMBY opposition by Simcoe County [329]. Formulation of community

resistance as just a local problem made their concerns invisible in Site 41 design

discourse.

5.3.10 Aboriginal people

Simply put, Aboriginal people were completely invisible in Site 41 design literature.

They were not consulted. Their land rights were not recognized and neither was their

knowledge. They were a subject never brought up or discussed except by Site 41

opponents themselves. The consultation responsibilities of designers at Site 41 were

limited to the requirements of the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act of 1992.
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Since Aboriginal people were largely absent from that legislative document12, the en-

gineers could still claim to have met all their environmental and social responsibilities.

By using the language of compliance, engineers cut out a crucial community from Site

41 design decisions.

5.4 Identifying domains, institutions, forms of spec-

ification, and power at Site 41

In the previous section, I identified subjects, objects, and strategies in Site 41 design

discourse. I also wrote about the rules of formation around subjects and their rela-

tionships to each other. Hopefully, I have shown how engineering design discourse

excluded meaningful public input, ignored Aboriginal people, treated the environ-

ment as a passive agent, failed to acknowledge uncertainty, limited the scope of social

impact analysis, allied with institutions of authority, and devalued non-expert knowl-

edge. Two goals from my archaeological analysis still remain: to chart the domains,

institutions, technologies, and forms of specification around the sayable and to link

those domains, institutions, etc. to power relationships at Site 41.

5.4.1 Domains

Domains or surfaces of emergence are the places in discourse where subjects are de-

fined [206]. For Site 41 design discourse, the subjects were defined in the domains

of waste management, landfill engineering, environmental regulation, and govern-

ment legislation. Within the domain of waste management, landfills are a necessary

12Except for a clause that considered changes made by a project ”on the current use of lands and
resources for traditional purposes by aboriginal persons” as an environmental effect [352]
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reality, since waste always exists. It needs to exist for waste management to exist.

Furthermore, this waste needs to be managed in certain ways (diversion, containment,

incineration, etc.), so landfill engineering comes into play. The domain of landfill en-

gineering uses technical jargon and expert knowledge to create a particular discourse

around constructing landfills. Meanwhile, environmental regulation and government

legislation defined the scope and depth of consultation, impact assessment, and envi-

ronmental protection at Site 41.

5.4.2 Institutions

Institutions are the places in discourse that provide limits as to how a subject may

exist or be meaningful [206]. At Site 41, the domains of waste management, engi-

neering, and regulation/legislation were limited and defined by the Ontario Ministry

of the Environment, the Canadian government, the Joint Board, Simcoe County

government, engineering consulting firms, and, at times, the North Simcoe County

Waste Management Association (NSWMA). These institutions dictated the rules of

consultation, the environmental standards, and engineering priorities.

5.4.3 Forms of specification

A form of specification is the way in which subjects within a particular domain are

related and constructed [206]. Technical engineering jargon, management vocabu-

lary, and bureaucratic requirements constructed subjects in Site 41 design discourse.

Whether it was discussing hydraulic gradients or community consultation, everyone

involved in the Site 41 design process had to use that particular language. The in-

stitutions mentioned above played a key role in reinforcing the use of bureaucratic
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language and engineering jargon. In this way, the MOE and Simcoe County, along

with the other institutions, were able to define how subjects at Site 41 would be

talked about, not the community, farmers, or Aboriginal people.

5.4.4 Power relationships

In looking over my analysis of Site 41 design discourse, I see that the domains, sub-

jects, strategies, objects, institutions and forms of specification that defined the dis-

course were constructed to give power to engineers, experts, and state-affiliated polit-

ical bodies. For example, informal/local/traditional/plant knowledge was missing as

a domain in Site 41 design because engineers from the consulting firms and Simcoe

County defined the domains not local farmers or Aboriginal communities. Similarly,

institutions such as the CMC and other citizen’s groups did not play a significant

role in defining the discourse at Site 41 although they did challenge it at times. This

meant that government institutions such as the MOE or Ontario Legislature got to

define the rules of formation for Site 41 discourse. Even the manner in which subjects

were constructed in discourse, using engineering jargon, points to the power relation-

ship between the environment and humans. In engineering jargon, the environment

was reduced from a living stakeholder to a set of inputs/outputs in a model.

5.5 Designing ”waste management” justly

So far, I have talked about Site 41 design discourse and the power relations behind

that discourse. I have shown how the designers of Site 41 influenced and limited the

actions of non-expert groups through the creation of a particular discourse at Site
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41. In doing so, I have established the dominance of engineering expertise over local

knowledge, government bureaucracy over environmental justice, and settler discourse

over Aboriginal claims. Based on my definition of justice earlier in this thesis, I would

argue that the relations of power in Site 41 design were unjust. However, I am still

interested in envisioning a socially just engineering practice at Site 41 using the design

process I proposed in Figure 3.2.

5.5.1 Mapping power relations

There is in-depth analysis of power relations at Site 41 in earlier sections of this chap-

ter. However as a summary, I found that consultation did not mean participation.

Expertise was used by engineers, the MOE, and Simcoe County to bar participation

devaluing local and non-expert knowledge. In addition, these groups articulated a

narrow view of environmental protection in Site 41 design that did not treat the envi-

ronment as a stakeholder on its own. Another stakeholder that was absent from the

debate due to dominant power relations was Aboriginal people/First Nation commu-

nities.

5.5.2 Identify structures of oppression

Going back to Young’s work [164] and using my analysis of power from this chapter,

I can identify at least four different structures of oppression in Site 41 design: pow-

erlessness, cultural imperialism, environmental exploitation, and violence. Citizens’

groups and community members were powerless in the way debate around Site 41

was framed. Since they were not experts, they did not have access to design deci-

sions in the same way experts such as engineers did. Aboriginal communities were
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another stakeholder whose participation in the debate was limited, but due to cul-

tural imperialism. This form of oppression, according to Young, happens ”when the

dominant meanings of a society render the particular perspective of one’s own group

invisible at the same as they stereotype one’s group and mark it out as the Other”

(p. 58-9) [164]. The dominant perspective of Canadian settler society rendered Abo-

riginal communities invisible13. They played no part in the design decisions of Site

41. When Aboriginal people did try to play a part in the design process through the

Site 41 protest camp, they were subjected to another form of oppression, violence.

Violence was deployed by the police in enforcing design decision at Site 41 through

arrests, tearing down tents, and summons. Finally, the environment was constructed

as something to be protected for future exploitation whether for farming or water

use. The environment in Site 41 design discourse did not have any value beyond how

it could be used for profit.

I should stress that each of the forms of oppression I have mentioned are fluid,

cross-cutting, and shifting. While Aboriginal communities were made invisible, they

were also economically exploited through the construction of a landfill on their hunting

and fishing lands. The environment, at times, was also made invisible through the

language of regulation/compliance while, at other times, was made visible only for

exploitation.

13Aboriginal protesters at the Site 41 blockade were marked as ”others” in a Simcoe County press
release, which claimed, erroneously, that a dozen militant individuals wearing black bandanas over
their faces had denied staff entry to the landfill [353]. No militants or individuals wearing black
bandanas had been present at the blockade during the time indicated by the press release.
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5.5.3 Working within social movements

The WYE Citizens group, the CMC, Anishinabe Kweag, farmers (Simcoe County

Federation of Agriculture [354]), Stop Dump Site 41 team, national citizens’ groups

(Council of Canadians), labor unions (CUPE) and First Nations communities were

just some of the groups resisting powerlessness, cultural imperialism, violence, and

environmental exploitation at Site 4114. Engineers and other Site 41 designers could

work with these communities to restructure the discourse around Site 41 to encourage

participation and stop environmental/social exploitation.

5.5.4 Using resistive design techniques

How could engineers have worked with these communities to resist oppression though?

I propose that Site 41 designers could have drawn from four design techniques: partic-

ipatory/anarchist design to resist powerlessness, ecofeminism/deep ecology to resist

environmental exploitation/violence, and decolonized design to resist cultural impe-

rialism. Like I mentioned in Chapter 2, participatory design techniques aim to mean-

ingfully involve non-experts, community members, and users in the design process.

At Site 41, participatory design could have been used to arrive at a different answer

from the experts to the waste ”crisis”. Even without that, a more non-hierarchical ap-

proach to design decisions could have allowed non-experts to have meaningful agency

in the design of the landfill. Instead of information sessions, consultations could have

taken place through workshops or theater between experts/non-experts. Norms of

deliberation could have been changed to make them more inclusive (moving from

parliamentary procedure to sharing circles). Consultation could have started earlier

14For a complete list, check out the Stop Dump Site 41 website [355].
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in the Site 41 process through the formation of extended peer communities consisting

of engineers, farmers, Aboriginal knowledge holders, and other local citizens.

Meanwhile, applying ecofeminist/deep ecology design principles to Site 41 could

have restructured the discussion around the environment from mitigation/risks/economic

impact to ecosystem well-being, connectedness between people and nature, and lo-

cal/plant knowledge. The knowledge of local farmers could have been made part of

the hydrogeological studies conducted by the engineering firms. Aboriginal knowl-

edge holders could have been consulted during the environmental impact assessment.

An independent advocate for the environment, much like the Environment Commis-

sioner of Ontario but on a more local scale, could have represented the environment

in design decisions. This would have ensured that the environment was adequately

recognized and represented as an active stakeholder.

Finally, the design process at Site 41 needed to be decolonized so that Aboriginal

communities and rights could be recognized. This could happen through consulta-

tion with Aboriginal communities or through partnerships with Aboriginal elders and

other knowledge holders. A decolonized design at Site 41 would recognize the hunt-

ing/agricultural lands, aquatic sources, heritage sites, and indigenous knowledge of

Aboriginal communities affected by the landfill.

5.6 Towards zero waste in Simcoe County

Towards the end of the Site 41 debate in 2009, Simcoe County hired an engineering

consulting firm, Stantec Consultants Inc., to develop a ”waste management strategy”

for the county that included a path towards zero waste [356]. This happened largely
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because of the pressure from opposition to Site 41. Non-experts, farmers, and Abo-

riginal communities all banded together to create a new vision for how their region

handles waste by rejecting the Site 41 landfill. Stephen Ogden pointed out the irony

of the situation though by pointing out how the WYE Citizens group had submitted

a 10 point plan to the second Joint Board hearings on Site 41 [266]. The plan had

called for zero waste among other goals. It had been rejected. Almost 15 years later,

many of the same points from the WYE submission were made in the final Simcoe

County Waste Management Strategy released in 2010 [357].



Chapter 6

Closing words

It is too bad that this has split your community apart. It is your

job to get your community together, get them to think long term about

rehabilitation, because this will not be going back to agriculture, but

maybe you could get a nice golf course. - Linda Jeffery, Minister of Natural

Resources (Ontario) [358]

The peoples movement in Narmada has traversed a long journey over

the past two and a half decades through various phases of struggle and di-

alogue, facing repression and undertaking legal action and also proposing

and promoting reconstructive work. - NBA and NAPM Team [359]

I started this thesis by writing about engineering injustice on the Narmada River,

so I think it is fitting that I end it by writing about the success of some of the

resistance against that injustice. In October 2010, the Narmada Bachao Andolan

127
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movement celebrated twenty-five years of struggle and reconstruction on the Nar-

mada [359]. During this time, the movement has played a key role in having the

voices of marginalized communities recognized by the Indian government and its en-

gineers. Yet, resistance to the project is still needed because dams continue to be

built unjustly. There is some hope though that engineers are beginning to recognize

that fact. A report commissioned by the Indian Ministry of Environment and Forests

assessing the two biggest dam projects on the Narmada came to the conclusion that

the dam builders failed to meet most of the government’s environmental and social

requirements [360]. Therefore, it was recommended that construction on several parts

of the Narmada project cease until those requirements are met. While this does not

mean that engineers are engaging justly with communities on the Narmada, it is a

step in the right direction.

I hope this thesis is also a step in the right direction for engineers wishing to

practice justly. I want to highlight three points in this thesis that I feel are crucial

in moving toward a just engineering practice. First, I have linked environmental &

social justice to resistance of dominant power and oppressive structures. I believe an

analysis of power, resistance, and oppression is at the core of a deep and organic un-

derstanding of justice. Second, I have articulated an engineering design approach that

can be applied to any engineering project. It is an approach based on the idea that

resistance to dominant power can empower those who are dominated. Therefore, the

design approach encourages collaboration and solidarity between engineers wishing to

practice justly and communities of resistance. Finally, I have demonstrated, through

an analysis of Site 41, one method (Foucauldian discourse analysis) that engineers

may use in analyzing power relations in an engineering project to choose just ways of
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designing. In the next section, I discuss some of the limitations of this analysis.

6.1 Limitations

My analysis of Site 41 was limited by the type of data I was able to access. I had

written records, transcripts, and even videos. However, I did not have any interviews

of engineers or other designers at Site 41. I believe interviews of the engineers would

have uncovered many more interesting discursive subjects for analysis. I feel this was

especially important since I analyzed Site 41 as an outsider. I was not part of the

design process or the resistance to it, so I may have missed out on uncovering certain

power relationships.

The scope of this thesis was also a limitation. I was only able to apply my design

approach as a theoretical (utopian) exercise after the Site 41 project was over. Even

the analysis of power took place on a static set of data. I believe analyzing discourse

at Site 41 as it was being constructed would have led to completely different insights.

I also only analyzed one engineering project, so my approach may not work as well

with other projects even if applied just as a theoretical exercise.

6.2 Future work

In this thesis, I developed a theoretical lens to guide engineers in designing in a

socially just manner. I made two key decisions in developing the lens. I chose to

adopt a Foucauldian view of power in my analysis of power at Site 41 and a liberal-

social-democratic conception of social justice. Future work on this topic could be

the development of a theoretical lens that adopted a different view of power or social
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justice. I believe adopting a view of power that links ideology as a means for social

reproduction with elite social groups might lead to a fruitful analysis of engineers

as a class. However, I am more interested in theorizing what engineering may look

like if social justice is defined in the framework of autonomy. Would engineers as a

professional class even exist? What strategies could engineers adopt in working for

justice in an autonomous framework? Still, this does not mean the lens I developed

in this thesis could not be used to analyze other engineering projects. I point to one

of these projects in the next section.

6.2.1 Designing beyond Site 41

The primary industry of Melancthon Township in Ontario is potato farming [361].

However, farmers in the township are more concerned these days with limestone

mining than potatoes. The Highland Group of Companies, backed by a $23 billion

U.S.-based hedge fund [362], has started the process to construct a 2,300 acre open

pit limestone mine in the township [363].

The corporation actually started buying property from farmers in the economically

depressed township in 2006 informing them the land would be used for agricultural

purposes [362]. During the land consolidation process, Highland tore down heritage

farmhouses and more modern storage/processing facilities [364]. When the corpora-

tion started drilling on their property, Melancthon residents began to organize sensing

the land would not be used for agriculture.

While Highland has continued farming on the bought land, their eventual goal is to

construct a quarry, the largest in Ontario [358], to mine limestone aggregate. For that

purpose, the Highland Group applied for a license to mine with the Ontario Ministry
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of Natural Resources (MNR) and a permit to rezone their property for industrial use

with Melancthon Township earlier this year.

Representatives from Melancthon Township, concerned about the agricultural,

social, and environmental impact of the quarry, met with Linda Jeffery, Minister

of the MNR, to discuss some of their concerns in March 2011 [358]. The minister

minimized and ignored their concerns during the meeting. A public information

session on the quarry convened by Melancthon Council on March 26 raised many of

these same concerns [365]. The Highland Group held a similar public information

session on April 12 as part of the regulatory process for resource extraction under the

Aggregate Resources Act (ARA) [366].

Highland has argued that the mega-quarry will create jobs, add tax dollars to

the local economy, and improve the transportation infrastructure of the township

[362]. Critics of the project point to the loss of animal/fish habitats [367], the im-

pact of removing 600 million liters of water from the aquifer everyday [368], and

the effects of the quarry on local farming/tourism [369] as reasons not to continue

with construction. In response, the corporation claims the quarry will be built in an

environmentally protective manner since they are following proper regulations [370].

This has not appeased critics. Local farmers, Aboriginal activists, First Nation

communities, and citizen’s groups have banded together to oppose the quarry. Ac-

tivists have marched from Queen’s Park to the proposed quarry site to protest [371].

Danny Beaton, one of the Aboriginal activists involved in the opposition to Site 41,

has joined critics in opposing the quarry as well [372]. The North Dufferin Agricul-

tural and Community Taskforce (NDACT), a local citizen’s group, has pointed out
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the value of particular soil (Honeywood Silt Loam) in the area [373], while First Na-

tion communities will begin conducting water ceremonies in the area to highlight the

importance of protecting freshwater sources [374].

I suspect many of the same strategies of exclusion are being employed in the

Melanchton quarry debate as they were in the Site 41 design process. Engineers in-

volved with the project have a real chance to take a different path though since the

project has just started. Instead of devaluing local knowledge or treating the environ-

ment as a passive agent, engineers and other quarry designers could deploy discourses

and practices that are inclusive and just using my design approach. Otherwise, they

may have another failed project twenty years later on their hands.
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